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SAMMARY

A review of the effect of different seedbed preparation techniques

on soil physical properties and soil fauna is presented. Field work on

the subject was carried out at 3 sites in South Australia; Avon, Tarlee

and the Waite Institute.

At Avon, the effect of direct clrilling and conventional cultivation

on the distribution of soil pores >40 ïm was considered to be an applo-

priate stucly. Pores >40 Un are considerecl to drain the soil of excessive

water, and the larger pores serye as a habitat for the rnesofauna which are

200-600 1rn in dianeter or about the same cliameter as roots of cereal

plants. Measurement of pore size distribution was made using an inage

analysis corqputer directly on thin sections. Total porosity was

calculatecl from the bulk density of the soil.

The results indicate that conventional cultivation produced nore

pores in the 0-4 cn soil layef coûpared with <lirect clrilling, but the Pores

s¡ere unstable. Also, conventional cultivation caused a conpacted layer to

develop in the 4-8 crn layer fancl cleeper) with about 50% of the pores >40 un

ìn diameter. Results from clirect drilling, however, indicate a stable

continuous porosity throughout the 0-8 cm layer.

Macro-organic matter was extracted frorn soil by a flotation nethod

using ZnBrr. The results inclicate that nuch of the leaf naterial renained

on the soil surface after direct ilrilling but not after conventional

cultivation. However, the total maclo-olganic matteÏ content to a depth

of 8 cn iticl not iliffer between the two treatments.
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The effects of different irnplenents were compared at the Waite

Institute. As expected the Mouldboard plough buried plant residues

whilst other treatments distributecl them in and o't u" th" soil surface.

Soil which was direct drilled had a higher water content than

conventional cultivated soils, especially during drier periods. This

nay have been influenced by the differences in porosity and distribution

of organic natter in the two soils. Determination of the effects of 4

treatments on both water content and soil temPerature lr¡ere nade at the

lrlaite Institute. Soils r*trich were disc ploughed and soils treated with

herbicide had lower v¡ater contents and temperatures than soils tilled

with tined implenents and a Mouldboard plough.

The effect of direct drilling, conventional cultivation and single

n¡rswith different implenents on soil structure and macro-organic matter

was related to the populations and distribution of soil animals. The

deleterious effect of conventional cultivation on soil far¡na was probably

a result of changed soil strnrcture and ¡nacro-organic matter (quality and

distribution). The effect was greater than that of direct drilling which

included the toxicity of the herbicides used.

Crop rotation rnay or nay not be suitable for the restoration of

large populations of soil aninals. Pernanent and annuâI pastures were

found to favour soil aninals, probably due to the availability of plant

litter and a favourable micro-environnent. A rotation including a fallow

period showed the most deleterious effect on both soiL animals and nacro-

organic natter.

The disposal of trash by different methods after harvesting a crop,

i.e. rotary hoe (incorporation), burning or retention on the soil surface,

$ras investigated at Tarlee. The results indicate that trash retention
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favoured soil ani¡nals since significantly more aninals were found after

trash retention than other treatments.

The ¡novement of soil animals in beds of soil aggregates and the

abitity of nites and Collembola to degrade leaves was also examined.

Poduridae (Collembola) were used to investigate movements of animals in

aggregates because they rnove faster than nites. The results indicate

that fewer animals found their way through beds of s¡naller aggregates.

Increasing ternperatures and the drying of soil aggregates from toP to

bottom, and the resultant low humidity created in the aggregates, also

affected the aninal movements.

To test the effect of the soil mesofauna on the degradation of plant

¡naterials, leaves from co¡nmon Lantana were observed in culture tubes,

together with selected animals. The leaf area consumed in unit tine by

Astigrnata (mites) and Poduridae (Colleurbola) was measured: Astignata were

found to constule more than Poduridae.

It is concluded that in the South Australian environment mites and

Collembola may be as bèneficial to agricultural soils as earthworms and

termÍtes,

,f
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CHAPTER 1

GENERAL INTRODUCTION AND LITERATURE REVIEW

1.1 GENERAL INTRODUCTION

Different techniques for the preparation of seedbeds include

conventional cultivation (CC), direct drilling (DD) and ninirnun tillage

(MT). The scale at which they are used depends on soil type and

condition and differs from country to country.

Conventional cultivation is the technique normally used for

preparing seedbeds in a particular area using nachinery and implenents

of all designs, ty?es and sizes. The method nay include primary and

secondary operations depending on soil condition, soil type and the

crop to be grown.

More recently direct drilling of seeds into unprepared soil has

been practiced. The technique linits the use of agricultural nach:i.nery

and implernents to the spraying of herbicides and crop seeding.

For several reasons DD and CC nethods have been integrated to

produce an internediate systen called "Minimum tillaget'. My definiti-on

of MT would be any seedbed preparation method using operations between

the extremes of DD and CC. The operations in MT would be controlled by

the availability of rnachinery and implements, soil condition and crop to

be grown.
Ì
I

I

r
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Soil animals are known to be important in the initial degradation

of plant debris and its incorporation into the soil where fungi, bacteria

a¡¿ microflora take up the secondary step of decomposition (Kononova, 1966).

Sone soil animals help maintain soil structure by noving in the existing

pores and thereby helping to stabilize the pores. Therefore we could

propose that soil animals are important in an agricultural ecosystem where

the crop needs optimum conditions to grovr-

The aim of this study was, therefore, to determine the individual

effects of different seedbed preparation techniques on soil physical

properties and soil aninal populations, and the relationships between then.

The first aspect considered was the change in soil physical properties as a

result of CC or DD and how these changes affect the soil animals ' The

second aspect uras to determine the inrportance of these animals in agricultural

soils especially where DD techniques are utilized.

Many nethods have been developed for studying soil animals and their

environment (see Edwards 6 Fletcher, L977); extraction fron the soil for

counting and identification (Murphy, 1958a,b); soil organic matter (Oades

and Ladd, L977 Ford, 1968); soil structure (Lawrence, L977; Ismael, L975;

and Dexter, 1976) and soil water (Flajdukoviê et aL.,1967 and GTeacen, 1981).

Moryr olr the rncsoþ.-,.n. (Sen-T.bt" 2) þJon plant remnants and associated

fungi (Allison, Ig73) it was considered that a measure of macroorganic

rnatter or a light fraction (LF) would be the most meaningful measure of

organic matter acting as substrate for the organisms. The LF was deternined

gravinetrically and the results were then related to the numbers of soil

animals present with a view to evaluating the dependence of the soil fauna
I
I

¡

*

on the LF.
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Soil structure was studied by a thin sectioning method followed by

descriptions of structure using a Quantimet inage analysing computer

directly on the sections. Pore size distributions were measured which

were then related to the activities of soil animals in the soil. The

pore stability was of particular interest because it was considered to be

a najor factor in detennining the vertical distribution of the aninals-

The water content was mainly assessed by gravimetric method since

it can be used for all water contents (Hajdukoviê et aL. ' 1967). The

gypsun-block electrical resistance nethod was used only in the Waite

Institute grounds and the data obtainedwere compared with the fonner nethod.

T.2 REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE

L.2. 1 Definition of soil structure

Soil structure is the arrangement of all soil particles and the Pores

around then. It includes size, shape and arrangement of the aggregates

for¡ned when prirnary particles are clustered together into large separable

units (Ma.rshall , 1962).

It is proposed that the best soil structure for nost soil aninals

would be that where pores are stable and continuous and where exchange of

gasses takes place freely.

1.2.2 Developnent and use of tillage

t.2.2.7 Conventional Cultivation

According to the Websters Dictionary 'rTillagel neans rrturningrr

or rrstirringr' (as by plough, harrow or hoeing) to prepale a seedbed;

to sow, dress and raise crop fron the soil and cultivate. By this

definition; til1, plough, cultivate and even seed are nearly synonymous'
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The term I'cultivationtr, as used in this thesis will therefore

include all operations involving manipulation of soil during seedbed

preparation and subsequent growth of crop. Where the tern I'ploughing"

is used, it will refer to preseeding operations or rrprimary cultivationrr.

Reviews on nachinery use and cultivation methods can be found

in Slicher Van Bath (1960); Anderson (1936); Agricultural

Engineers Handbook (196I); Allison (1973) and elsewhere.

From these reviews, it is obvious that a variety of agricultural

inplernents and tools exist for both shallow and deep cultivation and

their use depends on soil, soil condition and climate.

The machinery used for shallow cultivation nay include disc

prough (Dp), nouldboard prough 
Tåì:,Jålj å,Tå.ir"'.t"" crc), svleep

cultivation (SC) and rotary hoesf..' Fot deep cultivation, deep and

heavy ploughs, chisels and subsoilers are used.

L.2.2.I.1 Shallow Cultivation

In ¡nost ca3es a MB would be used where soil scours very well,

the DP would be used in a soil with the opposite quality and rotary

hoes are used to prepare a fine tilth for small seeds which have a low

sprout energy (Agricultural Engineering Hanclbook, 196f).

The basic purpose of shallow cultivation is to provide a

favourable soil environment for the germination and growth of the crop

i.e. provide sufficient air, warmth, and ease of emergence to plant

shoots, also to elininate and incorporate weeds and green plants as

¡nanure.
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Sufficient stable pore space is very necessary for respiration

of plant roots, animals and also bacteria which transform organic

nitrogen into nitrates available to plants. This soil condition is

defined by Slipher (1956) as frthe optinurn degree of aggregation of

the soil into crunblike particles that allow free access of air and

vùaterrr and it is therefore very irnportant to achieve.

L .2.2.I.2 Time of tillage

Tine of tillage can be independent of the soil and season i.e.

sandy soil can be cultivated any tine whether wet or dry but heavy

soils uraybe excessively danaged when these operations are undertaken

in wet weather. Dry ploughing especially in heavy soils does not

provide a good seedbed and rnay snash aggregates.

L.2.2.1.3 Amount and depth of cultivation

Gultivation is often repeated unnecessarily even when the soil

is clean. A total of about 6 operations is not rare (Ellington,

personal comm¡nication),

The necessary amount of cultivation is that which provides for

freedon of root development and penetration, naxinum watel storage

capacity, maxinun air circulation and resistance to comPaction by

wheels of machinery and inplements. The control of weeds has long

been the nost inpoltant leason for cultivation because weeds compete

with a crop for nutrients, water and light. If weeds are controlled

by means of a herbicide, then cultivation can be dispensed with or

reduced to a ninirm¡m without serious effects on yield (Blake and

Aldrich, 1955)
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. Water-stable soil aggregates are norrnally secured by the binding

action of roots and soil organic natter (Tisdall and Oades, 1982), thus

the exhaustion of OM by poor farning practices or excessive cultivation

is acconpanicd by a deterioration in soil structure accelerating the

decrease in soil productivity (Slipher, 1956).

L.2.2.L.4 Deep cultivation

Deep cultivation can result in a deeper loot system taking up

more water and plant nutrients resulting in a higher yield (Russell,

1956; Larson et aL., 1960; Brill et aL., 1965; Ellington and

Reeves, 1973). This exercise is effective when it shatters hard pans

or plough soles. Better drainage is one of the few benefits that

nay be realised if this operation breaks a hard irnpervious layer.

Cultivation has been undergoing a period of re-evaluation during

recent years prinarily because it encourages soil erosion, depletion of

OM and is acconpanied by loss of aggregates resulting in undesirable

compaction, and also because of the extra energy used in the tillage

operations. For'the above reasons, minirnurn tillage was developed i.e.

a nulch planter was developed to atso kill plants and fertilize in

one-operation (Paynor, 1950) and cultivating oPerations are being

replaced by DD.

1.2.2.2 Direct drilling

The characteristic of DD, as conmonly practiced, is that none

of the land is tilled to prepare a seedbed but seed is dropped into the

bottom of a slit nade by the coulter of the drill.
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The earliest I.c.I. plant protection experiments v¡eTe aimed,

therefore, at exploring the possibilities of planting cereals into

soil nncultivated but with vegetation killed by spraying (Hood et aL- '

1963). This technique started around 1960 (Allen, 1975) and has

progressed narkedly (Lal, 1974, 1976; Hayward et aL" 1980)' In

the u.K., frour 1969 to Ig74, the alea of direct drilled land rose

fro¡n 0 to L37 x 103 hectares (Allen, 1975)

I.2.2.2.L Devel opnent of the technique

Research in Australia has shown that the technique of DD has

given yields of winter wheat equal to that of cc (Ellington et aL' '

rgTg). In Engtand it also has given yields of winter wheat and

spring barley equal or better than the traditional systen of cultivation

(Davies and cannell, 1975; Russell, 1975) and this itself is a big

breakthrough.

The technique also has been shown to result in an improvement

of soil structure, and an accu¡nulation of 0M and more htater ¿o"' tt'"

profile

1.2.2.2.2 Problems assoc iated with the technique

sr¡rface trash and straw appear to cause considerable problems

for conrnercial direct drilling, particularly in wet seasons' Burning

has been practiced as a successful commercial operation' ft there-

fore appears that a najor problem needing greater research and

developrnent is the design of a suitable light rnultipurpose drill which

drops the seed at an even depth below the soil surface and in heavy soil

ir should have little s¡nearitr[8lYJ" walls and bottorn of the slit in

which the seed is droPPed.
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For srnall subsistent farmers, a quick solution to seeding on

trash has been found at the fnternational Institute of Tropical

Agriculturc (IITA) (Wijewardene, 1978). Evaluation and tests of

this prototype rolling injection plantel have been undertaken in

different countries including The Kenya Agricultural Machinery

Testing Unit (f*m-l).

Wijewardeners concept of a conPlete nachinery package to take

inproved production systerns to the sma1l farmer, has centred on the

development of a single traction unit vlhich can be equipped with

splayer units nounted on a boom and small matched rolling planter

attachments.

In 1979, corrnercial nachines based on the IITA prototyf)e vrere

developed by Geest Industrial Group Linited of Spalding, U.K. and a

complete unit including planters and sPrayers is now being tested in

the tropics.

ttleeds are not a barrier to the technique but an economical and

nanagerial problem (Cussan, 1975). Repeated spraying is at the

moment necessary. The effects of those chemicals on the soil and

soil ecology have not yet been suitably investigated.

1.2.3 Effect of tillase practices on soil properties

1.2.3.1 Effect on soil structure

The mai¡r effects on soil structure are conpaction and blocking

thus nodifying the pore volume and pore structure and resulting in a

change in both the nunbers of meso- and macro-pores (>50pm) and their

shape and continuity. The degree of compaction nay depend on water
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content, organic matter and texture (Harris et aL., 1966; Soane,

lg73), the type of prinary tillage employed and the state of compaction

trefore tillage (Soane, 1970; Soane and Pidgcon, 1975). Soane found

that the greateï the 0M content of soil the smaller the ultimate

compaction and the greater the water content.

Conpaction of cultivated soil nay occur through two processes.

Firstly by the weight of agricultural nachinery and irnplements and

secondly by natural means i.e. rain drops on bare clear soil surface

(Sloane et aL., 1981). Conpaction nay be time dependent or result

imnediately.

L.2.3.1.t I¡nnediate compaction

The main functions and purposes of design of most tillage

inplenents i.e. MB, DP, and TC and the operations and influence of the

itnplenent and its tool shape have been studied and discussed (Agri-

cultural Engineers Handbook, 1961; Soane, I973; Gitl and McCreery,

1960; Bushan and Ghildyal, L97L; Spoor and Gordwin, 1978 and Ojeniji,

Ig78). It has been found that a MB produces larger clods than a disc

plough (Gill and McCreery, 1960) and than a cultivator (Bushan and

Ghildyal , Lg72). The mechanical function of a MB on soil consists of

cutting,luose.nin!¡granulation and inversion. The granulation occurs

through the centre of the MB and the inversion of the furrow .slice

takes place at the edge of the shin of the plough share.

hfhere a tool is pressed or driven into a soil, cutting or

separation, shear failure, conpression or any conbination of these may

occur depending on the shape of the tool used. According to Mulften,

Stafford and Tanner (1977) the resistance offered by a soil to a
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penetrometer is a compound paraneter involving conponents of shear,

conpression and tensile strength and soil netal friction. This theory

nay help us to unclerstand more of the change of soil structure as a

result of inplement usage. For example, during tillage with a MB

soil compaction may occur as a result of horizontal force produced by

thrust or vertical force due to load (Agrictural Engineering Handbook,

196I) (Fig. 1). Wheel slip is also more effective than load increase

in causing conpaction (Soane, 1975).

ta) Forces exerted by the furrow slice on the face of a plough
bottom showing cor4lle Va.

v
L

(b) Division of the resultant forces on plough and coulter in the

P1
vertical plane for moist soil.

+

\ Ptough and Coulter
ter

(c) Typical resultants for a wide range of conditions showing that

+

in hard ground the increased
coulter force causes an upward
resultant.

lr
0 200 400 600 8õ-0

Sca1e, Pounds

Forces resulting frorn the movement of a Mouldboard rr
plough in soil^. L= lonqrl-r,,.di'ra\ Çor,o, 5 = sìd4 htf,c!-
([J*l*,tor52).

Fig. I
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During this operation, neasurement have indicated that side

force (S) is less affected by soil variation than longitutional force

(L) and may ïange fron 25 to 50% of the force L. The third force (V)

is usually offset to the land introducing a couple as seen in Fig. 1.

Balancing the side force (S) is usually accompanied by furrow wall

pressure against the land slide which of course introduces a parasitic

drag which has been calculated to be 7.5 to tSe" of L (Wayne, 1952).

The parasitic upward force on the cutting edge will vary greatly with

sharpness of the share.

The effect of water content, at time of tillage, on soil

structure has been extensively studied (Bushan and GhyldyaL, 1972;

Ojeniji and Dexter, 1979a). .It has been shorr¡n that the optirnum water

content for tillage is around the plastic limit (0jeniji and Dexter,

Lg79a) and this is influenced by the tillage inplenents and the speed

of tillage (Vershinin, 1959). Ljungars (LSl71 showed that maximum

compaction occuls between lÂ¡ater content of 24 to 26 (e" w/w) and this

is well illustrated in Fig. 2.
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Data in Agr. Eng. Handbook (1961) show that the net reaction

of a plough botton and coulter produce a vertical force ranging frorn

59 kg downward in moist sod to 90.7 kg upward in dry hard soi1. Thus

it is obvious that the plough must be kept in the ground by weight when

the later condition is encor:ntered. Therefore compaction will depend

on load in addition to l^Iater content, elasticity of soil and organic

matter content.

Spoor and Gordwin (1978) examined and conpared a number of rigid

tines both in the field and laboratory under a range of different soil

textures, densities and moisture content. Two nethods were used for

neasuring tine force. The horizontal and vertical forces acting on

single tines were ¡neasuredsi¡nultaneously using extended octanol ring

transducers, the tine being nounted directly on the transducer. For

horizontal force alone, a tractor/toolbar combination carrying the tine

was towed and the tension in the towing chain was monitored using a

strain gauge tension dynanometer. The tractor rolling resistance was

subtracted from the dynauroneter reading to give the horizontal irnple-

ment force. Soil disturbance at depth was monitored by digging a

trench across the disturbed area innediately after a run. The

disturbed soil was removed by hand and the undisturbed soil profile so

exposed was neasured using a profile meter. In the laboratoly, glass

sided tanks were used to observe the soil disturbance ahead of the

tines. After these experinents they arrived at a conclusion that

there is a-critical depth for all rigid tines below which cornpaction,

rather than effective loosening, occurs. This could be better under-

stood by exanining the critical depth finction (Spoor and Gordwin, 1978).
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With the use of this equation, Gordrvin and Spoor were able to

find the critical depth for different soils. They came to a

conclusion that this critical depth is dependent upon the width,

inclination and lift height of the tine foot, also the rnoisture

content of the soil. They also inclicated that this critical depth

is nuch closer to the soil surface in uncompacted than in coqpacted

soil.

On tTre other hancl Hettiarachi and 0'Callaghan (1980) discussed

the mechanicalproperties of agricultural soil q)on tillage. They

associated compaction with soil failure and the changes of soil pores.

Swanson, Hanna and De Roo (1955) founcl that excessive tillage at high

soil water content broke down the aggregates larger than 2 rm diarneter

and decreased aggregate water stability.

Sorochkln and Sheptrrkhov (f979) tried to e:cplain courpaction

further and associatecl the compaction in the subsoil to stresses

caused by heavy machinery while that of the ploughed layers nay be

influenceil by light machinery. Irlhat he meant here was probably the

compaction causecf by machinery ty1es fsoane et aL., 1981) as

illustrated in Fig. 3.

#

Fig. 3: The effect of tyre deformation on contact aTea.
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A number of enpirical relationships have been suggested for

estinating contact aTea, on hard surface, fro¡n data on tyre geometry

I

(Inns and Kilgeur', 1978).

Since during tillage tyres are not standing on flat surface the

contact area will increase when the tyre is deforned or underinflated

(Fig. 3). This was realised by Christov (1969) who proposed

different relationship than that proposed by Inns ard Kilgour (Loc. eít- ).

From this theory we understand that the area of coverage by

tractor wheels will depend on the nurnbers of separate agricultural

operations peforned. To support this hypothesis, Soane (1970) showed

that fertilizer distribution, twice harrowing, sowing and rolling gives

about 90eo field coveïage with a medium sized tractor. Within this

coverage soil conpresses (contract). Since the contraction during

oqrressionexceeds the expansion during unloading (removal of the tractor

fron the fiefd) continuous co¡npression of soil will cause a continuous

decrease in its volurne until a point of maxinum conpaction is reachecl.

Soane et aL. (l98l) showed that 8 passes with a light vehicle resulted

in a butk density increase fron 680 to 800 kg/^3 where as infiltration

decreased from 323 to 2 nm/h. This decrease in infiltration and

increase in bulk density could be ascribed to the formation of a

conpacted layer or pan (Baver et aL- ' L972).

L.2.3.7.2 Tine dependent compaction

Barley and Davies (1971) showed that during the growing period,

plant roots exert pressule to the soil causing compaction. U"it"r and

Tanner (1974) tried to explain time dependent conpaction of ti1led 'soil

by remoulding soil and concluded that til1ed soil complesses quicker '

a
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than non-ti1led soi1. More information on time dependent cornpaction

can be obtained from rain drop theory.

Rain drops contain kinetic eneïgy and the exact magnitude of

this energy will depend on the drop si ze and velocity of fall which

is determined by the height. For any given rainfall intensity

(Rose, 1961), the relative aggregate breakdown increases as the

size of aggregates decreases. Therefore if the rain continues for

some time, a crust seal nay develop at the surface soil as a result

of slaking of soil aggregates (Mclntyre, 1958a, b). The slaking

Tesults fron the great forces and pressures which are likely to

arise upon the impact of the rain drops especially on tilled, bare

soil surface. This follows the Newton Law on the basis for which

fornulae have been derived for computing the irnpact force of dtops

on an ideal solid surface (Slastikhit, L97I; Gadzheve, 1968) ' The

drop theory of slastikhiE and Gactzheve (Loc. cit.) may lead to the

concluslon that serious cofipaction of the soil surface in cultivated

soil will occur. This phenomenon may be more plonounced in the

tropics where heay¡ stor¡ns continue for a long time'

such a conpaction has been found to influence porosity in the

top 9-50 nn of arable soil although the effect is more pronounced

in the'top 2 mn of a fresh tilth (Bulfin and Gleeson, L967)' This

crust forlnation can be minirnised in soil with a high 0M content

(Atuned and Rublin, 1971). Tackett and Pearson (1965) tried to

show the nagnitude of the effects of rain drops on tilled soil' They

showed a dense layer 1-3 nm thick with a surface thin skin coat of

well oriented clay and this dense layer reduced water perrneability

of the 0-5 nnn layer to L/5 that of the soil underneath.

îhe inforrnation given in this section will also help to explain

why nany workers (Bulfin and Gleeson, 1967; Ftee et aL.' 1963;
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van ouwerkerk and Boone, L970; Soane et aL., 1970; Finney and

Knight, Lg73) conparing tilled with untilled soil found great

differences of soil structure betvreen treatìnents both within and

between soil types.

I.2.3.1.3 Conclusion

Until we have more information on the processes deterrnining

changes in soil porosity it is difficult to be certain how far loss of

porosity due to compaction will be reversed by natulal processes.

Loss of ¡naclopores on the soil surface can nornally be reversed

by cultivation which may also reduce the contirnrity of those pores'

Biological action,

restore porosity

Table 2).

particularly over a long period, can also

of the transmission and storage pores (see

Seedbed preparation techniques alternative to conventional culti-

vation that will cause nininal disturbance to soil structure and 0M of

the soil seen to be the best answer to improve soil structure'

L.2.3.2 Effect on Organic Matter

L.2.3.2.L Introduction

organic nattel plays a major role in the stabilization of soil

structure and control of biological and chemical properties of soils'

Under a gíven land system, the organic matter content of the soil will

ultimately attain an equilibriun level where the rate of accretion to

the soil fron plants and animals balances the rate of nineralization'

llowever this equilibrium may be changed following a change in nanagement'
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There is considerable information on the general nature,

chemical composition and fractionation techniques of soil OM (Bremner,

1965; Dubach and Mehta, 1963; Hurst and Burges, 1967 and lately

Oades and Ladd, L977).

1.2.3.2.2 Accretion of 0M in soil

Phytonass production differs between soils, regions and even

continents (Allison, L973). Fron the infornation available regarding

soil organic natter levels, no general statements can be nade that

apply to all soils but it is possible to generalise in nany soils.

Oades and Ladd (1977) suggested that phytomass production varies from

.3 to 50 kg/m2 yr-l frorn the extremes of tropical deserts to hunid

tropical forests and that total phytornass for cereal crops varies from

)7
.1 to I ke/n'/annun, whilst the production for leys is 1.2 kg/n-/

annun. They also indicated that up to 80% of the phytonass production ma

be in the root depending on the plant connunity.

L.2.3-2.3 Fractionation of organic matter

Organic matter of the soil consists of several components;

(a) partly deconposed plant and animal residues; (b) hunus which can

be divided into hunic acids, fulvic acids and hunins; and (c) a range

of non-hunic conponents ê.g., protein-like substances, carbohydrates,

waxes tannins etc. (Kononova, 1966; Ford, 1968! Oades and Ladd, L977

and Oades, 1981).

Soil OM is irnportant as a source of food and energy for hetero-

trophic microorganisrns and soil fauna. Organic matter is also important

in the stabilization of soil aggregates (Tisdal1 and Oades, L982;

Cockroft and Tisdall, 1978 and Oades, f9Bl).
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Attenpts have been nade to fractionate soils into its various

particle sizes using ultrasonic energy for dispersion (Edwards and

Brenner, L967; Greenland and Ford, 1964). After that, heavy liquids

were used to float the light fraction (LF) from the heavier soil

¡naterial. Heavy liquids used have been bronoforn-petroleum spirit

mixtures, Nenagon and aqueous zinc bronide. The choice of an

appropriate density depends on the soil, and on the reason for which

the LF is being separated. GeneraLLy a density of 1.6 to 2.0g crn-2

has been used, but different densities have been found to yield

different amounts (by weight) of LF (Oades, 1981).

The lowest size 1j-nit of this descrete material separated in

this way has been placed at 0.25 run (Barley, 1955) and has been for:nd

to contain about 10% hunic material, organo¡nineral co¡nplexes and fungal

h¡1phae and spores (Oades, 1981; Oades and Ladd, 1977)-

L.2.3.2.4 Organic natter and soil aggregation

Attenpts have been rnade to determine the size of soil aggregates

which contain nost of the organic matteri and also to identify the

binding agents for these aggregates. Tisdall and Oades (1982) defined

the stages of aggregation as follows:

<O.2 pm + 0.2 + 2 Un + 2-20 ym + 20-250 Um + 2000 U¡n

with the aggregates >250 yrn being termed macroaggregates and those

<250 termed microaggregates (Oades, 1981).

The rnacroaggregates have been found to be stabilized nainly by

plant ïoots and fungal hyphae. Aggregates <250 pm have been found to

contain particles 2-20 pn bound together by organic matter, crystalline

oxides and aluninoscilicates (Tisdall and Oades, 1982). The 2-20 Vn
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If the best farm practices are used, it is hoped that this loss

of 0M can be partiallY Prevented.

L.2.3.3 Effect on soil water

The aspects of r.rrater of most relevance to crop production are:

storage capacity, infiltration capacity and internal drainage

(Greacen, 1981).

L.2.3.3.L Infiltration

Before r4rater is available to plants and aninals and if the water

has to be distributed and redistributed in the profile, it has to in-

filtrate into the soil and this nay proceed in three dimension as shown

by the equation (Marshall Ç Holnes, 1979):

å-,-#l .#,*#) * 
d,L 

(K#).+=åT (1)

where the SKts rePresents the three directions xy and z, z when expressed

in the unit of hydraulic head equals üg.

Sonetines rturoff occurs before the profile is full of water and

this could be due to low hydraulic conductivity in the B horizon or the

plough sole or a surface crust. Mclntyre (1958a) found that the

permeability of a surface crust was 5 x 10-7 cm. Sec-2 conpared with

10-5 cn S""-1 recorded for an uncrusted soil. Also Ojeniji (1973),

found that hydraulic conductivity of a crust was 30 to 40 tines less

than that of uncrusted soil. Sinilar results wele repolted by Oades'

(1976) where snaller infiltration rates due to the presence of a clust

led to increased surface runoff.

If the porosity is adequate down the profile, then water con-

tinues to infiltrate and eventualll the soil becornes saturated (where

T

nl
),iì
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i
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potential equals zero). At this tine the profile is fully charged

with water. If the transmission properties are poor, ponding rnay

occul which is detrimental to soil aninals and plant conmunities.

Infiltration depends on pore size distribution. Compaction of soil

by traffic nay cause a reduction in infiltration thus causing less

water storage in the profile. The saturated hydraulic conductivity

of the pan in a silt loan soil in Germany was deternined as 8 x 10-4

Sec-l whereas that of the uncompacted tilled soil was 5 x 10-3 cn Sec-l

(Ehlers, 1975).

L.2.3.3.2 Water store

Different soils have different capacities to store water. This

is due to varied textures, soil structure and soil 0M content (McGowan

and Willians, f980). The amount of stored water has been rneasured in

the field both two days after complete wetting and in the driest

condition (Greacen, 1981). This hrater is within 0 to -15 atn.

and could be measured in different l{ays. For example gravitational

potential is sinply measured with a ruler between the reference level

and the level in question while matric potential is rneasured by tensio-

neters. Some of the tensiometers can operate in the range of

üm = 0 to -15 bars.

In the field, this stored water can be deternined by measurlng

the water at field capacity Wf (-0.1 to -0.33 atm) and the driest

condition W" (wilting point = 15 atn) then the available water is

obtained by lva = ,fr- (wr - ww) 
¡n n/nm (2)

100

Total soil water will depend on soil structure and soil textule

(Table 1) .

c¡n

I
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Total soil water store (0 to ln) and grain yield for Red-brown
earths and associated soils in south-eastern Australia.
(After Greacen, 1981).

Fac
key

tual
1

Depth
A(cn)

District AWSC (r* *-1
l'{ o ci:-onAB

Soil store
0toln

(rrn)

Grain vield
(tg tra:1)

)

Gr¡2. 13
GnZ.73
Drz.13
Dt2.L3
Dtz.t3
DrZ.13
Drz.73
Dt2.33
Drz.33
Dr2.33
Drz.33
D12.33
Drz.43
D12.43
Drz.43
Gcl.11
Drz.S3
Gcl .11

Condobolin

Jamestown

il

il

n
il
lt
It

10
8

25
20
74
23
55
T7
26
28
21
27
14
19
23
t7
l3
18

t20
720
720
170
160
130
150
200
220
190
220
240
140
140
130
L20
160
720

100
80

130
720

70
100
110
130
770
160
720
180
110
1s0
230

80
110
770

702
88

728
130

83
107
777
742
183
168
74r
196
774
148
207

91
tr7
161

2247
1350
25s6
3387
1591
1801
2321
I 750
4000
42s0
4550
2020

860
490
440

2500
1610
2100

ll

il

il

tt

Roseworthy
It
n
il
It
lt

,'l
il
"iî

lNo"th"ote (1979). 2First 7 sites were for 1978 season;
others 1979.

It has also been reported that the soil organic ¡natter plays a

leading role in soil water storage of many soils (Greacen, 1981).

1.2.4 Detennination of soil structure

Soil structure has always been directly related to r^Iater content and

its r¡easurenents based largely on physical paraneters.

To conpare one soil with another measurements of bulk density, infil-

tration, hrater perrneability, water stability, pore size distribution etc. are

inportant.

Reviews are available of the methods used so far for rneasuring soil

structure (Lawrence, Ig77) and sorne work shows a clear relationship betleen

--parameters (Greacen, 1981). A lot of this work is only possible in

I
I
I

i

r
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laboratory, but some has been conducted in situ to find the pore size

distribution. Dexter (1976) used epoxy resin to measure pore size distri-

bution in the field, but this nethod can only produce reliable results in

freshly cultivated soil. other workers such as Douglas et aL. (1980/81)

have used a radioactive tracer solution (144C") to study the continuity of

transnission pores. They used this to compare two treatments i.e. DD and

CC, and concluded that pores >50 pn lùere more abundant in the upper layer of

CC than DD soils and that in the subsoil, values converged. They also

pointed out that transmission pores (>50 Un) were moïe nunerous in DD than

in CC soil. They linked this difference with the presence of soil animals

in DD soil and suggested that this improvement of porosity will inprove

aeration status and encourage ¡nore rapid root growth.

In existing reviews and papers, neasurenents of soil structure have

been reported under broad headings such as:

1. Measurements of soil structure by scanning of photographic

fihns of snall sections of soil.

2. Measurement of soil stability and aggregate size distribution.

3. Measurement of physical properties that aTe a function of

pore size distribution.

4. Description and microscopic assessment of impregnated soil

structure.

Many workers have reported that the rnethods used are either good, or

exceedingly expensive, tirne consuning and unreliable due to variability of

sampling rneasurements. For example, pore size distribution of soil has

generally been obtained by observing the relationship between moisture content

and suction and the pore size related to suction by assuming cylindrical pores

, and applying the equation:

Pgh=zycos$ (3)

t
I

þ
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Where P = density of water (1000 tg t-2) g = gravity force (9.81 m S-21 h =

applied potential (n), Y = surface tension of hlater (73 nNm-l), O = angle

of contact between rtrateï and the soil particles (usual1y assuned zero) and

r = radius of capillary pore (n) which indicates the largest of capillary

pore retaining water at the applied potential.

Because of the range of pore dianeters to be analysed in soil, people

have used different fluids including non-polar liquids i.e. mercury has been

used to measure very small pores (105 nn to 10 nrn) (Lawrence, Lg77)' In

this case pressure was required to force mercury into the pore where equation

3 takes form:

z vcos 9'rP (4)

Where P = applied pressure

Equations 3 and 4 above were not found to be appropriate for many soil

¡raterials (Sil1s et aL., 1973) e.g. clay where the poles are slit-like due

to the shape of the clay plates (Aylnore and Quirk, 7967). Therefore

fonm¡la 4 was rewritten:

P '2 yCo 0ta (s)

Where d = the plate separation

Ìlowever, there is rnuch literature describing how incorrect pore slze

distribution estinates may be arrived at due to sone of the intruded volume

of polar-liquids being attributed to pore sizes that are too small i.e. pores

having a restricted entrance (Dullien and Mehta, L972) and water character-

istic curves attributed to hysteresis (Marshall, L962; Childs, 1969)

I
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Although pore size distribution results obtained fron thin sectioning

nethods have been shown to compare favourably with those derived from water

and non-polar liquids desorption (Swanson and Peterson, 1943; Panabokke,

1956), the thin section method probably rernains acceptable as the only method

that will give considerable inforrnation on soil structure (Brewer, 1964;

Isnael , Lg75; Dexter, 1976). Measurements of pores by nost other nethods

yield infornation relating alrnost exclusively to pore neck size.

In conclusion, it should be pointed out that in order to prevent more

confusion and unreliability in measurements relating to soil structure,

nethods should be standardized.

t.2.5 Ecolo of soil animals

\.2.5.1 Geogra cal distribution

Maxinun densities of soil animals are found in troPical clinates

but a large number rnay live confortably in a tenperate clinate (lt{urphy,

lgsSd). Their distribution, however, depends on microenvironmental

paTa¡neteÏs such as viater, organic matter, soil pH status etc.

L.2.5.2 Space distribution

soil aninals are generally aggregated rather than randomly

distributed (Satchell , 1967). Although the depth of sanpling for soil

anirnals will depend on the pulpose of the individual investigation,

both shallow and deep sanpling have been found to provide a useful

source of infornation. In the previous section, we have seen that

¡nost animals live in the top fevl cm of soil. For example Anderson

(1976) found nost Cryptostigmata (Acari) to occur just above the nineral

soil where temperatures are buffered by surface litter; but other
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anirnals, e.g. earthÌ\rorms have been reported to occul. at a depth of

20 cm (Zicsi, Lg62). The percentages of earthworms and other animals

living within 20 crn of the surface have been reported to be 80-90% but

this value may also depend on the species (Russell, 1961). Most

large aninals reach these depths by burrowing while the smaller fauna

can use these burrows to nigrate up and down. Also they follow the

cavities left by decaying roots. A positive correlation between

vertical distribution of soil animals and soil structuTe has been

reported by Griffiths (1965).

Distribution of soil animals down the profile is controlled by

biotic and abiotic suitability for the aninals (Satchell, L967)'

These anirnals nay retreat uplard or downward in case of unsuitable

microenvironment. Ilowever, it is proposed that nigration of allimals

uray be possible only if the soil contains continuous poÎes of greater

dinensions than the aninals body. Meso- and macro-pores (i.e' 50-

5000 pn) have been reported to be favoured habitats by soil aninals

(Forgi, 1948; Macfadyen, 1955; Haarl{v, 1955).

1.2.5.3 Activities of soil aninals

soil animals can be grouped into different types in terns of

their activities. Some groups spend nost of their energy burrowing,

building mounds and feeding whilst other groups spend their energy

moving around and feeding (Lee and Wood, 1971).

rhe prilnary effects of most soil aninals on the soil appeal to

be physical rather than chenical. The chemical function, which is

decomposition of degraded plant and animal residues, occurs nainly

through the activities of soil fungi and bacteria (Oades and Ladd , 1977) '
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Flowever, the presence of soil anirnals is contributory to the establish-

ment of vigorous populations of these microorganisms.

The litter, together h¡ith the animal faeces and carcasses, forn

the energy base on which detritivorous soil aninals and microfloral

decomposers feed. These anirnals help in the cycling of plant nutrients

but as a general ru1e, the complexes in which these elernents occul

(Kononova, 1975; Ahned, 1981) nust be nineralised to yield ortho-

phosphate and sulphate before nutrients can become available to plants

again. However, this process is not easy to measure'

The chemical degradation of the eneïgy rich plant debris, which

results fron the feeding activities of soil organisns, is characterised

by the liberation of energy and nutrients. For example, the energy

entering soil aninals is not cycled but ultinately becones dispersed

as heat due to the netabolic activities of the soil anirnals. Therefore

the netabolic activíty in the soil is a good measure of the activities

of soil animals in soil (Wallwork, 1970).

The simplest and nost convenient hray to describe the energy

budget of the entire soil population is given by the formular:

f = R+Y (6)

Where I represents the enelgy assimilated with food, R is energy

used up in respiration and Y is energy bound up in the animal protoplasn

and available to other trophic levels (i.e. the production of the

populations under consideration.

The above term could be estirnated in the following way. I can

teobtained as the difference between the amount of food ingested and

that egested per unit tine, pel unit body weight. This is sinply
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estinated by subtracting the weight of faeces produced from the weight

of food offered and consumed. 'Ihe latte¡ can be measured by using

leaf discs of uniform thickness, known surface area and known weight

and subsequently assessing the total area of the disc consumed' Y can

be estimated by naking successive measulements of animal biomass '

However direct weights of nicro- and meso-fauna are often difficult

and subject to large elrors. Therefote, a better method could be that

of Engelnann (1961) where the relationship between faunal surface area

and dry weight is defined. The estination of R could be by direct or

indirect measurement of oxygen uptake by animals. For gnall aninals

such as mites and Collembola, the detection of volume changes of con-

siderably less than 1 ml per unit time has to be nade. Micro-

respirometers may be used for some aninals but the respiration of small

soil aninals such as mites and Coll'embola is too low to be correctly

measured by this nethod. Thus an indirect rnethod (Engelnann, 1961)

for snall Crlptostignata was found to be possible by using the equation:

Y = 18.059 + 0.7w - 0-487 Z (7)

11¡here y is the log oxygen consumed / individual / day in \

3
lnm ,

1 4
10

-3
W is log bodY weight in Pg, Z is /Tabs 10

As can be seen from the information given above, to measure the

netabolic activity of the soil is a conplex plocess, thus the best way

to assess the activities of soil conmunities is to study each group

separatelY.

L.2.5.4 Interactions of soil fauna and microorganisms

A direct interaction between soil fauna and soil microorganrsms

exists. The large saprophytic soil aninals distribute both decaying OM
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and some of the nicrobial populations throughout the soil layer in

which they are working. They do this by ingesting food in one place,

nixing it in their $rts and excreting it elsewhere. Russell (1973);

Hole (1981) reported that sone saprophytic inverteblates carry

protozoal populations in their guts to help digest the more resistant

plant products such as cellulose on which the animals feed' Some

other animals (e.g. collenbola, nites and Protura) have been reported

to stinulate microbial life in the soil and accelerate the decomposition

of 0M (Nosek, 1975).

L.2.6 Effect of soil animals on soil

I.2.6.L Modification and maint enance of soil structure

It appears fro¡n the results of many workers (Hole, 1981) that the

large animals (rnacro) are effectively rnodifying the soil both physically

and chernically, whereas the snaller ones (meso and micro) maintain the

changed soil structure.

A lot of work has been done on earthworms for the last 150 years

(Karkhan, 19BO) and in nost cases the effects of earthworms has been

associated with stable crumb siructure of soil (van Rhee, 1970;

Guild, 1955). Snaller aninals within the macrofaunal group have also

been regarded as irnportant to the formation of stable aggÎegates and

include terrnites and ants (Lee and lVood, 1971)'

Physical nodification of soil has been reported as a result of

burrowing and nixing the soil with organic and inorganic matter' A

study by Rogaar and Boswinkle (Lg77) has shown well defined channels

made by large animals and this topic is reviewed by Hole (1981) ' The
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importance of these channels or voids is their function as a drainage

system. Rogaar and Boswinkle (L977) also found by a field experi-

ment tltat intensive nixing of the soil by earthwotms, did forn an A,

horizon which otherwise nay not have been there.

The existing pores nade by large animals and left by decaying

plant roots nay be naintained in a stable condition by smaller animals.

Most agriç¡Ltural cereal plant 1oots are between 200-600 Um in

thickness (Low, Ig72) therefore the naintenance of pores of this range

by the vertical and horizontal movenents of soil nesofauna would

pronote the ease of entry into the soil by new plants roots.

t.2.6.2. Effect on 0M

Leaf fall is a najor contributor of Où1 to a forest soil while

roots aïe more important in a pasture ecosysten and stubble and straw

are impoltant in cultivated land (A11ison, L973). Soit aninals have

been linked with the physical fragmentation of the organic residues

and they are important to future plant growth through the initiation

of deconposition process.

Elucidation of the relative importance of the different inverte-

brate groups in degrading organic residue ufas first attenpted by

Edwards and Heath (1963); Heath, Arnold and Edwards (1965). They

showed that fragmentation of fallen oak leaves starts immediately large

animals come in contact (introduced), and within 4 rnonths 90% of

leaves were fragnented and about 45% had cornpletely disappeared'

Although nost of the work was done on large animals, Kononova

(1966) examined the contribution to deconposition by Collenbola: a

population of 105 t3 *", associated with the formation of 180 n3 ha-1
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of a fine grained humus which would be a great contribution by these

animals to an agricultural ecosystem.

Therefore both the meso- and macrofauna are irnportant in

fragnentation of organic residues. They also translocate organic

rnatter and spores (Witcanp and Crossley, 1966) thus stimulating micro-

bial growth and changing the rate of rnineralization. During this

process, various acids (Oades and Ladd, 1977) are formed which act on

soil urineral nattel lîeleasing plant nutrients ltfiich nay otherwise not

become available. (Jacks, 1963) '

Thus it can be concluded that the soil aninals play a prinary

part in the decomposition of 0M by their contribution to its physical

degradation and incorporation into the soil. The secondary stage of

decomposition involves 6 ¡nain categories of che¡nical constituents which

are decomposed further by fungi, bacteria and nicroflora.

1.2.7 Effect of tillage Practices on soil fauna

Soil animals have been classified in terms of their síze, e.g. micro-,

meso- and macrofauna (20U-200U, 200U- lcn and >lcm respectively (Wallwork,

1970). Each of these groups of animals are irnportant in their own way in

the agricultural ecosysten. Therefore I am going to classify the animals

using the same tenninology but based on the sizes of soil Pores in which they

could move and live freely (i.e. their diameter) (Table 2).

lvithin one soil type (Aleinikova and utrobina, 1969) the population

density, the proportion of different types and the trophic stÏuctule of the

soil fauna, depends on the type of farrn crops sohln and in particular the

nethod of soil disturbance (til1age used).
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Tillage has both direct and indirect effects on soil anirnals.

Among the direct effects (Ghilardv, 1969) are the pressing and cutting of

the animals by inplernents and machinery rr'heels. The indirect effects occur

as a result of reducing soil pore sizes and blocking the pores with snall

soil particles. These changes nay have a serious effect on the soil animals

of a particular size as indicated by a reduction in population numbers.

Aritaj at et aL. (1976) found not only a reduction in population nunbers but

also a change in average body weight after compaction. This could probably

be attributed to an indirect effect in that a change in soil pores and

their continuity may have increased the energy required by aninals to move

around in search of a suitable nicroenvironment as well as food.

However, soil aninals living on the

m¡ch. Edwards (1975) found that tillage

shoot borers.

soil surface may not suffer as

favoured sone soil Pests e.g.

Most of the fauna are concentrated in the top few centimeters of soil

(Furstenberg and Heyns, 1973). This is the layer nost influenced by culti-

vation therefore cultivation is liable to contribute a lot in the reduction

of ani¡nal populations.

Unlike the mesofauna, some macrofauna live deeper than the depth of

cultivation. The nunber of animals below this depth are very few, however,

and a decrease in population due to cultivation is inevitable (Abbott,

Parker and Si1ls, 1969; Evans, 1949; Low, 1972). Also Russell (1973)

found that the difference in population density of mesofauna between DD and

CC may depend on the soil type and that the rate at which the population

decreases nay be determined by the period of cultivatiorr (Ghilardv, 1969).
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1.2.8 Extraction of aninals fron soil

Studies of soil animals include (a) the determination of the sanpling

progranne required; (b) collection of the samples in the field;

(c) separation of the animals from soil; (d) counting and identifying the

animals, and (e) assessing the population size'

Ifurphy (lgSBb) attenpted to classify the principal methods of extraction

(1) Direct exa¡nination; (2) Funriel extraction; (3) Floatation; (4) Sieving;

(5) Suction, and (6) Sedinentation.

Direct examination entails systernatic hand-sorting of soil. The very

early workers e.g. Thornpson Gg24) found this method to be simple but

laborious and also unsuitable for studying small aninals (i.e' nesofauna)'

Ford (1935) attenpted to break the soil under water and collect the floating

animals. This technique was later used by Salt anil Hollic (1944)'

and further developed by Raw (1955). Since then several washing and

floating nethods have been used (Hale, 1964; Heath, 1965) but they did not

work well with soil containing large anounts of 0M.

A funnel extraction system is based on the repellent effect of

desiccation and high temperatures used to drive the animals out of the soil '

The condition of the soil and treatnent it receives has an inportant bearing

on the extraction efficiency. This nethod was first used by Berlese (1905)

and Tullgren (1918). They used an electrical bulb to provide heat and

light. Further improvernents included the naintenance of the sample in an

undisturbed condition (Flanltter, 1944 and Murphy, 1958crd)' Methods of venti-

lating the funnels to prevent the trapping of aninals by moisture condensation

and the controlling tempeTatules within the apparatus wele also developed

(Macfadyen, 1961). Kenpson et aL. (1963) used picric acid in the bottles
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used to collect the aninals, but he noticed a repellent reaction on the

animals.

The wet and dry sieving methods were also conmonly used.

first workers were Cobb (1918); Morris (1922-3); Faust et aL.

they found a lot of problems associated with the nethods.

Among the

(1938) but

A suction nethod has been used to collect insects and animals from

tTees and the soil surface. A power source and fan to provide the suction

force, and a collecting head containing one or tvro fabric sieves to filter

the aninals are the nain components needed. The rnethod was first used by

Hills (1933) and Johnson, Southwood and Entwistle (1957).

Though each of the above rnethods has both advantages and disadvantages'

the Ttrlqren funnel method has been found to be superior to most other

techniques. It is relatively sinple, requires very little maintenance and

labour and animals can be collected in a good condition. It is certainly

the only successful nethod of extracting aninals from soil having a high 0M

content and is the nost suitable nethod for obtaining live aninal

specimens for culturing.
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CHAPTER 2

METHODS OF STUDY FOR FIELD EXPERIMENTS

2.t DESCRIPTION OF SITES AND SOILS

2.1.t Avon

This eryerinental site is- lccated on latitude 30o 17'S and longitude

13Bo 20t8. It has a gradual slope to the S.W. The main soil of this site,

which rePresents the soil of a large r'úreat growing area of South Australia'

is a dark brown (7.5 YR S/fin) fine sandy loam (C.S'I.R'O' Australia, Division

of Soils Technical Mernorandurn 1, 1977) forned largely in sandy calcareous

strata underlain by clayey strata. The caco, is not readily visible.

The soil physical properties (June,1980), pH (1:4 soil : water) and

organic carbon content are given below (Table 3) '

TABLE 3: Physical properties and organic carbon content of Avon soil

Particle Size Um)

Site and
Soil

Treatment
and depth

(ctn)

Rest

>200

Fine
Sand
<200

Silt

<20

CLay

<2

pH (Hz 0) Organic
Carbon (e')

0-4
DD 9 9

7.5

6.s

L.7L

t.20

I .40

t.29

Avon

Gc 1.12*

54

62

60

58

28

18 872CC

4-8
DD

cc

L2

22

T3

11

11

10

*Gradational 
Calcareous soil (Northcote, f960)

particle size was measured by the nethod describecl by Kachinskii (1958)

and Loveday (1974). Samples for analysis were taken in Jtme 1980, while

sanpling for plant debris and soil aninals continued throughout the experimenta
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period. Light fraction was determined by the method used by Barley (1955) and

the nethod described by Ford (19óB) but with so¡ne modifications. The

study was concentrated at two soil depths (0-4 and 4-Bcm).

2.7.2 Tarlee

This site is on latitude S4o tTrS and longitude 13Bo 46'E. The experi-

nental site is gently sloping (5ø") to the west. The soil is a brown to

red fine sandy loam, poor in stnrcture with no lime. Below 10 cm it is a

dark red-brown gritty clay with friable structure and also contains no

line. Measurements of soil animal numbers, L.F., water content, physical

properties and pH (1:4 soil : water) started in May 1980.

The soil physical properties, pH and organic carbon are given below

(Tabre 4).

TABLE 4: Physical properties and organic carbon content of Tarlee soil

Particle Sizes (Um)

Site and
soil

Treatnent
and depth

(cn)
pH(Hr0)

0rganic*
Carbon %Sand

>20
Silt
<20

CLay
<2

Tarlee
Gn 3.12**

0-8

Overall
field
'sampling

78 814 6.8
.7r
.88
.90
.75
.95
.94

1)
2)
5)
4)
s)
6)

, After Dept. Agric. South Australia (April 1980)
**

Neutral non-calcareous gradational soil (Northcote 1960)

[1) Fallow x burn; 2) Pasture x rotary hoe t 3) Pasture x stubble
retention; 4) Fallow x rotary hoe; 5) Fallow x stubble retention;
6) Pasture x burn].
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2.1.3 Waite Institute

This site is located on latitude 35o 57rS, and longitude 13Bo 38rE,

120 m above sea level and has a gradual slope (5%) to the wcst' The

0-15 cm depth of most of the site is urrbrae dark reddish-brown (5 YR 3/3 n)

fine sandy loan (chittleborough and oades, 1979). It is not friable and

it is free fron cacor. Table 5 shows the physical properties, pH

(1:4 soil : water) and organic carbon content'

TABLE 5: Physical properties and organic carbon content of Waite soil

Particle Size (Um)

Site and
soil

Treatment
and depth

True sand pH(Hr0) Organic
carbon (eo)

ReSt
>200 <2 00

SiIt
<20

Clay
<2

Waite*
Dr 2.23 0- 10 23 36 28 16 0-4

ffis
4-8
ão

1. 91

1. 60

*
Alkaline Duplex soil (Northcote, 1960)

2.2 DESCRIPTION OF SITE TREATT\,{ENTS

. 2.2.I Avon

The crop rotation was pasture x wheat with DD plots used as q qontrol 
'

to cc plots: sampling started in the wheat phase. Each of the two treat-

ments was replicated 3 times and samples at 2 depths (O-4 cm and 4-8 cm soil

Iayer). The plots \^Iere solirl at Avon on 5/6/80 with 153 mm between rows' Samples

were taken from between the rows, Emergence occurred after 7-1-0 days and plants

were harvested on LL/L2/ao (yield 0.86 t ha-1 op, 0.93 t ha-l cc) - Herbicide

treatment was not initially incfuded as part of the experiment on soil animals but

was applied by the CSIRO Division of Soils as part of their trial to study direct

drilling.
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2.2.2 Tarlee

There were eight crop rotations, each consisting of a crop alternating

with wheat and two replicates with two phases (i.e. each crop was grown each

year). There were also 3 crop residue (tillage) treatments i.e. residue

hras (a) renoved by burning and scarifying; (b) left on the soil surface or

trash worked, and (c) incorporated into the soil by rotary hoeing.

This experinent was complex and big because the original purpose

(South Australian Department of Agriculture) was to investigate a nunber of

agricultural factors. The experinent, like Avon, had been established for

3 years before sampling for soil animals started. Two crop (fallow and

pasture sown) and 3 tillage (crop residue disposal) treatments were chosen

for study.

The ain of this experiment was to determine the effect of alternative

¡nethods of handling a crop residue and of different crop rotations on soil

OM (LF) and the soil fauna. This was achieved by determining the changes.

of the LF content and populations of soil animals with the different tillage

treatments.

2.2.3 Waite Institute

This site accommodated 3 experirnents. The first experiment

(Septenber to Decenber 1980) consisted of two treatments (i.e. Herbicide

treated and control) each of rdrich was replicated 6 tirnes. The plots had

previously gror,rln pasture for one year. Six plots were, treated with a

mixture of Buctril and Hoegrass (chemical nanes appended) at a concentration

of 1.4L and LL na-l respectively. Soil aninals were then extracted fron

the 0-4 cn soil layer only (on 5.10.80,24.10-80 and 5.12.80).
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A second experinent corrunenced on 23.3.1981 on a different site.

The first sanples for soil aninals at this site were taken in May. The

experinent consisted of 6 treatrnents: 2 concerned with DD (i.e. individual

herbicides - Hoegrass and Buctril - lLha-L and 1.4Lha-l respectively),

and three concerned with CC (i.e. the tillage implenents - Mouldboard plough,

disc plough and tine cultivator). The sixth tTeatment l4las a control site

with natural regenerated pastule. The history of the entire site was:

f979 - cultivated in strips and in October of the s¿rme year rotaly hoed

and rolled; 1980 - sheep grazed on1y, no spTay (herbicide) used.

Each of the above treatnents was replicated twice. observations wer:e

made at the two depths and wheat was grown on all plots other than the

control plots. The soil animal populations and LF content were assessed'

Tenperature and rainfall neasurenents were recorded'

The third experinent at the Waite Institute consisted of a comparison

of seven agricultural rotations (i.e. (a) virgin soil (VS); (b) pernanent

pasture (PP); (c) 4year pasture x2year wheat (PPPP x WW); (d) 2year

pasture x I year wheat (PP x W); (e) continuous wheat (l{ll^J); (f) fallow x

wheat (FW) and (g) wheat x pasture x fallow (WPF).

The aim of the investigation was to determine the effect of various

rotations on soil aninal populations and LF content.

2.3 EST IMATION OF SOIL ANIMAL NI.JMBERS AT ALL SITES

2.3.1 Plot size and sampling intensitY

-The corers used for sanpling soil aninals were 5 cn internal dianeter

and 4 cn deep. Plot size and animal sampling intensity are given in

Table 6.
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Plot size and animal sampling intensity for Avon, Tarlee
and Waite Institute

Site Plot size (n) Depths (cm)

Nunbers of sub
samples taken
per treatrnent Period of

'?TPfi*år

Tarlee

Avon

Waite

3x50
6x90
5x8
10x25
5x80 to 15x80

5

15

0-4

24
T2
16

4-8

5

15

L2

T2
t3

3

5
I)

)
)

1

2
3

The period of sampling and numbers of subsarnples taken (see Table 6)

was determined by the importance of treatnent, slze of the plots and the

ain of the investigation.

Due to large variability of numbers of individual groups of animals

within a sample, a Large series of subsamples need to be obtained for

accurate estination of the nean population density. However the large

numbers of samples required poses the problem of handling the samples and

identifying and counting the aninals.

A compromise was, therefore, undertaken to obtain reasonable sample

at each sarnpling period and to identify the animals (rnites and Collembola

only). The lower the taxa the greatel the variability in numbers.

2.3.2 Handling of soil sanples

Proper and careful handling of soil sarnples for the extraction of. soil

aninals is vital. Careful handling determined the ease vrith hlhich the soil

animals were isolated frorn the soil and the numbers obtained. It also nade
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identification and counting easier because of the clarity (lack of soil)

of the alcohol in which the animals are collected. Maintaining cores

undisturbed was essential for extraction. Hence after taking the cores

by pressing thern into the soil and lifting out the core unit, it was

necessary to close each side of the corer with a lid, secure the lids with

rubber bands and carefully pack the sanples in appropriate boxes for

transportation to laboratorY.

2.3.3 Extraction of soil aninals

Tullgren funnels similar to those developed by Berlese (1905) and

nodified by Murphy (195Sc) and Macfadyen (1961) were used to extract the

soil animals fron the cores.

After core samples were taken in the field and brought to the

laboratory, they were loaded into the funnels with the top side of the soil

snrface facing down. McCartney bottles containing 7Seo alcohol were pressed

firnly up against the base of the funnels with the support of a foam rubber

base. Each of four extraction systems consisted of 20 funnels with

aeration tubes joined from a central tube to the side of each funnel level

with the base of each core. Air r¿as fed fron the main pipe to the central

distribution tube and in this way the system vùas kept free fro¡n condensation.

TemperatuLe was thermostatically controlled from filanents on the top cover

of each extraction systen. Introduction of heat was started at 20oC on

tlre second day after soil cores r{rere loaded into the funnels. Thereaftet,

tempelature uras raised every day by soc. The room temperature was kept

between 20 and 22oC thronghout the extraction period of 7 days. ffre airn

of raising the tenperatule evely day was to create a tenpelature gradient

throughout the sarnple thus drying out the soil from above and driving out

the aninals into the funnels below.

fiJ

irj
I

i

I
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2.3.4 Mountinq of soil animals

The first group of animals which had been preserved in alcohol rvere

transferred into a dish containing lactic acid. The acid was used to

clear the aninals for about 3 to 5 minr:tes making then easy to identify

after mounting in Berleses fluid on microscope slides with a cover slip.

2.3.5 Identification of soil animals

With the help of identification keys (e.g. Fj'e1lberg, 1980; Womersley,

1959 and others) it was possible to identify nost of the animals (nites to

Suborders and Collenbola to families). Identification of inunature anirnals,

however, !ûas difficult and help was sought fron the South Australian Museum

(Entornology section) .

At each sampling period animals were examined under an Olympus Zoorn

Stereo microscope (nodel SZ-Tr with a nagnification range of 7x to BOx) and

urere counted and grouped appropriately.

2,4 EXAIVIINATION 0F SOIL STRUCTURE

2.4.r Measurement of pore size distribution at Avon

2.4.I.L Sampling

Sanpling r^¡as staïted at the end of pasture and beginning of

wheat phase. Soil cor.es (15) of 5 cm dianetet were taken fron

0-4 cn and 4-8 cn depth at random in DD and CC plots at Avon on

18.7.1980 for determination of soil structure. The 3 replicates of

both the DD and CC plots had been sown with a wheat x pasture

rotation for 3 years.

l

ü
i4i
,ù

'T

I

t
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2.4.L.2 Thin section preparation technique

Samples were dried at 2O-40oC for seven days to sirmlate slow

drying in the field, then inp::egnated with araldite epoxy resin under

vacuum (c.s.I.R.o. Division of soils Tech. Merno s2/1,973). Impreg-

nation of soil was done on intact cores. This was necessary to

prevent dislocation of particles or. aggregates or collapse of pores.

Due to the sensltivity of the Quantinet, high technical quality

is necessary for thin sectioning (i.e. the thin sections must be of

equal thickness over the whole surface and should be cleaned and

dusted to remove attached particles). Handling of the thin sections

was done with care to avoid breaking or splitting the sanples.

The inpregnated cores vùere sawn into 300 um thick sections

with a dianond saw. The chosen thickness lùas of inrportance in

assessing the living space of the soil aninals whose dimensions ranged

from 500 Un in diameter to 2500 to 5000 pm in length. Also it was

inportant in studying the pedogenic process affecting pore space and

pore geometry (i.e. translocation of particles and clay and organic

natter) by partial or complete filling of pore thus decreasing pore

space.

To avoid overheating of the saw, it was cooled by kerosene oil

instead of water.

2.4.L.3 Measurements and characterization of thin sections

It is known that soil pores are non-cylindrically uniform.

Therefore in this thesis Quantinet measurements refer to an equivalent

size distribution r.drich is an estinate of the diarneter of a spherical

ilit
I

I

l
I

ì
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aggregate or cylindrical pore equal in magnitude to the actual non-

spherical or cylindrical aggregates and pores respectively.

The thin sections vJere examined directly using a Quantinet

720 (Fig. 4). The principles of this image analyser and its use on

soil sections have been described by several authors (Cole, L97L;

f srnael, 1975; Bullock and l*furphy, 1980) . tsasically, an inage forrned

by a thin section under the microscope or epidiascope is transmitted

into the module and scanned by a Plumbicon television camera. The

signal from the scanner is passed to a detector nodule lrirere 500,000

picture points (PP) on the irnage, each one square and adjoining

neighbouring points in vertical and horizontal direction, are

individuatl! analysed for their grey vahe (level). By using this

technique size numbers were determined by applying the sizer and

counting features of a particular size range. Sizes were measured

in seven size ranges at a time.
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Fig.4: The Quantínet 720,(after Bullock and Murphy, 1980).
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The quantity of numbers rças inteTpreted as the size distri-

bution of the pores and particles present in this particular soil.

It will be seen in the results¡ however, that the -sum of the % of

pores and aggregates does not total 100%. The reason is that any

aggregates and pores <40pm maximum dianeter were not included in the

analysis and also only pores equal to 300 Um or. near enough in length

were analysed. The rest (shorter in length) might have been

discrininated because of differences in grey value.

2.4.2 Measurements of total porosity at Avon

It was of interest to find how much the total porosity differed fron

the value obtained fron pores of dianeter 40 uln to 2500 Un (Quantimet porosity).

The total porosity was calculated from the measured bulk density of the

soil. Undisturbed soil cores ulere taken using rnetal rings with a volune of

209 cm3 each. Bulk density was calculated by the formular:

Bulk density (g/ml) =
we1 t of soil (B)

vo ume o r ng cm

then the total porosity was calculated by:

Total porositY Particle densit - Bulk densit x 100 (s)
Part 1C e ty

Here the particle density was taken as 2.65 (g .^3).

2.4.3 Measurement of soil strength at Avon

Sinple (Soane et aL., I}TL) and conplex (Brown and Anderson, 1975)

penetroneters have been described and correlations between penetration

resistance and plant emergencehavebeen carried out (Barley and Greacen, 1967;

Taylor and Ratcliff, 1969; Gooderham, 1973; Bowen , L976). Also penetro-

meters have been used to find the change in soil strength following different
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tillage treatments (Dumas et aL,r 1975 and Soane et aL., 1976). Conpara-

tive results between sirnple and conplex penetrometers have been obtained

(Anderson et aL., 1980)

A penetrometer was used in this work at Avon to confirm the Quantinet

results of porosity values >40¡rn in the 4-8 cm deep soil layer of CC. The

penetrometer used here was based on the root simulation penetrorneter probe

of Barley et aL. (19ó5) but instead of measuring force with a nillivolt

meter this one measured force by an electronic digital balance with digital

output and data storage, and also had the ability to carly out sinple

statistical calculations within the instrurnent.

The penetrometer was equipped with a prograrunable calculator which

enabled the accurnulation of up to 20 strokes per plot. The data obtained

vrere stored and processed within the instrument in situ. Output of the

nean cone index, standard deviation and numbers of strokes recorded at that

depth were produced on paper by the calculator.

The force as measuïed by a strain gauge transducer, ranged fron

0-500 t 5N and the depth was measured by an accurate optical system at

intervals of I cn or more, an accuracy of 1 I nn.

In this experiment, penetration resistance

¿FRp=+
TTd.

Where F is the force required to push the probe and d is the

probe clia:nêter.

(l0)

was calculated and plotteil as a function of depth.
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2.4.4 Measurernent of soil water content

2.4.4.L Introduction

Several nethods for rneasuring soil water content exist

(Hajdukoviê. et aL,, 1967). The evaluated nethods include volumetric

water content, gravimetric water content, gy?sum block electrical

resistance, Neutron scattering fibre glass electlical resistance

(thernistor nethod).

Sone of these nethods are better than others. The nethod

using gypsun blocks is quick, cheap and stable but it is sensitive to

salts in the soil solution and can only be used over a li¡nited range

of water contents (field capacity to wilting point). The neutron

probe nethod is accurate and enables measure¡nents of t¡ater fron full

water content (saturation) up to an absolutely dry condition and only

permits one calibration for all soils. Also it is independent of the

nineral conposition of soil. Though the results are sirnilar to the

gravinetric water content, the equipment is expensive. The gravi-

metric ¡nethod is easy, veTy accurate and can be used for all soils at

all water levels and does not need expertise. The volunetric nethod

also has been found reliable and is used extensively.

2.4.4.2 Avon : Gravinetric nethod

Soil sanples were taken at random from two depths (0-4 and

4-8 cn) and carried in tins to the laboratory.

Analyses hrele expressed on an oven-dry basis. water in the

sanples was deternined by oven*drying a weight (A) for 24 hours at

105oC. Then the sample r^ras cooled in a desiccator and the oven dry

weight recorded (B). Water content was then calculated as follows:

Percentage HrO x 100 ( 11)
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2.4 .4.3 ltraite Inst itute - Gravimetric rnethod and Gypsum blocks

Soil water was measured by both gravimetric and gypsum block

1.esistance in conjunction with a soil tenperature rneter (Marcon Digital

Multineter nodel TF 2670).

Soil fron each depth (0-4 and 4-B cn) was used initially to

calibrate the blocks planted at that particular depth because of their

sensitivity to pH change. Calibration was done in a tenperature

controlled roon (20oC) with soil at different water contents (days

after saturation).

At any tine resistance measurements were taken (oHMS), that

gravimetric water content was assessed. A general calibration culve

for all the 32 gypsurn blocks was drawn (Fig. 5) ìrecause of the smal1

variability which is indicated in the more or less linear response of

the curve.

2.5 MEASUREMENT S OF SOIL TEN{PERATURE AT THE WAITE INSTITUTE

Soil tenperature was only recorded at the Waite Institute experinent 2

in order to detect any change in tenperatule as a result of the 6 treatnents'

Thernistors have a large tenperature coefficient of resistance (R)

which varies with absolute temperature Cf); thus

R A (12)B

Te

l{here A and B are adjustable paranetelrs.

Values A and B in the formula 72 were obtained by calibrating the

thernistors in a water bath using temperatuTes frorn 0-600 at 10oC increments'
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The previously calibrated thernistors tvere then used in conjunction with

a digital nultineter (Marconi Instrunent Model TF 2670) to obtain readings

of R in the field.

A conputer progranme uras r.rrritten to calculate values of A and B for

each thernistor in the field. Forrnula 13:

r = mU*CnfO - 27s.2 (13)

Where B is slope when Loge R is plotted against 1/T and Loge A is

the intercept (Fig. 6).

was integrated in the prograrune to calculate temperature f(oC).

2.6 EXTRACTION OF LIGFTT FRACTION FROM SOIL

2.6,1 Introduction

Light fraction (Ford et aL., 1969), or nacro organic matter (Holt, 1980),

is the partly decomposed plant and aninal remains larger than 0.25 mm dianeter

(Barley, 1955) which are an inportant component of the environment for soil

aninals.

An attenpt h¡as ¡nade to separate this naterial from the soil based on

its low density. Fifteen soil samples (each 30 g) were examined from each

of the two depths and two treatments exanined and at each sampling period.

2.6.2 Separation of L.F, fron soil
?

A solution of ZnBr, of density 1.8g cm" was made up. Two hundred

cubic centimetres of this solution was put in centrifuge tubes then soil

sarnples were introduced. The tubes were shaken by hand for about 5 nin.

then further shaken by a Spex rnixer for 3 min. and left overnight. The
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following day the suspension and solids were transferred into 400 rnl centri-

fuge tubes and further ZnBr, was added to make up the solution to 300 ml.

The tubes were balanced by adding ZnBr, as required then shaken by hand for

one minute and on the Spex nixer for 3 nin. The tubes and solution were

spun at 2000 r.p.n. for 30 ¡nin. The supernatant and LF were carefulty

decanted into a beaker and the walls of the centrifuge tubes were washed

down with a fine jet of ZnBrr. The supernatant and washings were filtered

through 5 pm rrnilliporerr prefilters under water suction. Each filter was

used once on1y. The filtered LF was washed with a small volume of acetone

and collected in preweighed containers. The LF was dried for 30 nin. at

80oC and then cooled in a desiccatol and weighed to the nealest 0.5 g.

The LF weight was calculated as a percentage of the soil weight. The LF

was later examined under the microscope.
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CHAPTER 3

EFFEcTSOFTILLAGEoNENVIR0NMENTALFACToRS
INFLUENCING SOIL FAUNA RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

3.L INTRODUC T I ON

Factors influencing the behaviour and growth of soil aninals' and

therefore, their population size, are similar to those influencing emer'gence'

germination and growth of agricultural clops. Thus soil structure is

included, particularly the poles in which the aninals live and which conduct

gases and water and also influence the thernal conductivity of soils'

0rganic natter is the source of food. All the above factors a1'e to some

extent affected by crop production (i'e' cultivation)'

Description of sites and nethods of sarnpling and measurement of soil

factors are given in ChaPter 2.

3.2 EF F EC T ON SOIL STRUCTURE

3.2.1 Porosity at Avon

Conventional cultivation increased r'he porosity particularly by in-

creasing the nunber of pores >1500 ¡rm but decreased the number of pores

600-1000 ¡rn in the 0-4 cn soil layer (Fig' 7) '

Little difference vlas found between the pore size distribution of the

0-4 and 4-8 cm layers of DD plots compared with the highly significant

difference detected at CC plots. This rnay indicate a soil pore continuity

in DD plots and a discontinuity of pores in the CC plots'

Although total porosity values were similar in the 4-B cn layer of

DD and cc plots, the proportion of pores <40 pm increased in cc plots'
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This is indicated by Iow macro porosity in the 4-8 crn layer of CC plots

rvhich is also confirmed by the penetïometer results (Fig. 8). These

rcsults indicate the presence of a compactecl layer at this depth which

could be attributed to the weight of a tractor and implement, and also to

the dislocation of clay and sna11 particles during cultivation thus filling

larger pores. AIso wetting and drying nay have contributed in reducing

aggregate sizes thus resulting in the filling of large pores. Fox (1964)

showed that clods urith dianeter of 72-40 mn were prevalent when soil was

noist but as it dried to a natric water potential. of about -5.2 mPa, they

spontaneously broke into uniforn aggregates rvith diameter of 2.0-4.0 nn.

' The results produced by both the Quantimet screen photographs and disc

photographs (Plate 1) revealed a change in the shape of pores in CC plots.

The pores in CC were rnainly cracks or voids joined by cracks.

The strongest evidence of the change in pore shape can be seen in the

voids of CC as compared to the channels in DD soil. These round and

vertical pores in DD soil were probably left after roots decayed and also

were the channels dug by large animals.

The stability of vertical pores in the DD plots was important for

soil aninals enabling their novement up and down the profile in search of

food and an optimum nicroclinate. It was, in a sinulated laboratory

experinent,related posi.tively to the mesofaunal populations (see Chapter 6).

The stable pores were of sinilar dimensions to the dirnensions of mesofauna

studied. Therefore it is suggested that lack of these pores in the CC plots

made the soil a poor habitat for the mesofauna.
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Quantimet Screen Photographs (40X)
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5cm deep
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Camera Photographs (îX)

Comparison between pores (voids) produced

by DD and GG ât Avon (July 1980 samples)

Disc

PLATE 1
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3.2.2 Effect on soil htater content

3.2.2.t Introduct.ion

In agricultural researchlsoil physicists are nainly concerned

with the effects of noisture tension on plant growth and neither the

influence of soil aninals on v¡ater tension, nor the effect of

noisture tension on soil aninals have been considered of any practical

inportance.

For all practical purposes r.{ater is vita1. Gravitational

water is funportant in drainage. U¡rder conditions of inpeded drainage

by compaction, it will interfere with oxidation process (Wa1lwork,

f 976). Capillary l^,ater is inportant from a biological point of view

because it rernains for a relatively longer period than gravitational

Ìcater in soil and its presence also ensures that the soil atrnosphere

is saturated with water vapoul. In agricultural soil the amounts

of these two types of v¡ater will be determined by the soil type and

agricultural operations on the soil.

3.2.2.2 Avon

The winter results -*'^ü3$tthat the water content of the CC and

DD plots did not - differ in the 0-4 cm soil layer but

was grèater in the 4-8 cn layer from DD than çç plots.Towards the end

of winter (October) faster drying of the cultivated layer, which did

not possess any cover of plant residue and the looseness and cracking

of soil probably contributed to rapid drying, resulted in less water

in CC than in DD plots at both levels (Fig. 9).
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The surface layers in both DD and cc plots r{¡ele very dry in

December and January (Fig. 10). However, the observed water content-

depth cuïves showed a greater l4'ater content at gTeater depth in non-

tilled (DD) than tilled (cc) plots. Thus the influence of cultiva-

tion on soil water content must be considered fron both its effect

on water transport phenomena as well as on the actual storage factor.

The results presented here agree rvell with other published

¡esults. For example Lal (1978) found an improvernent with tine of

the cumulative infiltration rate and soil structure of plots direct

drilled for 3 years and plots with plant debris lying on the soil

surface.

Russell et aL. (1975) showed greater rates of infiltTation in

DD than in CC plots (Fig. 11). Also equilibriun infiltration rates

for Taria (Nigeria) (Table 7) was shown to be gleater'in DD than in

CC plots (Aremu, 1979).
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water in silt loam soil four days after 49 run rain faIl
(% v/v) (Based on Baeumer, 1970).
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Equilibriun infiltration rate rnn/hr (neasurecl in the 4th hour
after the start of infiltration. (Aftet Aremu, 1979)

Cultivation
systen

1st set of rneasurenents
(8 weeks after planting)

2nd set of rneasurements
(14 weeks after planting)

Zero tillage
cc

30

8

67

30

c

I

3.2.2.3 Waite Institute

Table B gives the soil water data frorn 4 treatments which were

pooled together for analysis of variance. The raw data reflected the

prevailing weather.

The results suggest an effect of different tillage treatnents

on the water content of the soi1. Mouldboard ploughing and tine

cultivation seen to have had a greater effect on water content of the

soil than the other tTeatments. The MB plough was the only inplement

capable of providing a complete inversion of crop residue, v¡eeds and

the more porous top soil thus providing a Iayer of high retentive

power for water in the 4-8 cn. The tine cultivator, by its action o f

opening new cracks and voids increased the porosity until secondary

tillage occurred. Since there r.vas no secondary tillage involved,

higher accurnulation of water resulted.

The non-til1ed plots (herbicide treated) had the lowest hlater

content in the 0-B cm layer compared with others. Disc ploughed

plots showed water contents of medium value.
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Effect of prinary tillage on water content of Urrbrae fine
sandy loarn.

Water Content %
Depth
(cm) Tine Disc MB Buctril

Probability
l evels

t( **
0-4

4-8

15.525

15.604

Is.032
\s .446

1s. 579

L5.774

15.068

15. 375

.362

.375

.429

.475

3.3 EFFECT ON SOIL TEMPERATURES AT THE WAITE INSTITUTE

3.3.1 Introduction, Resuits and Discussion

The albedo of the soil is changed by altering the appearance of the

surface. In this experiment, different tillage treatments changed the

appearance of the soil surface differently (Plates Za,b,d) and as reported

by Watts (1976), such treatnents alter the energy input into and out from the

soil surface. Also in this work tillage has been shown to change bulk

density, pore size distribution and water content. By changing such para-

meters (Feddes, Lg73) the transmission of absorbed heat into and out of bulk

soil u¡as affected.

During the experirnental period at the Waite Institute ninimum tenpera-

tures virere recorded between hours 3.00-8.00 while maxirnum temperates were

recorded between 13.00-16.00 hours (Dexter and Radke, personal conmunication).

Table 9 shows the temperature means recorded at 8.00 on the days shorvn

obtained from the conputer sheets for ANOVA.

The highest tenperatures occurred in plots treated with a MB plough or

tined inplenents and the lowest in plots with no tillage but herbicide

added. Though significant interactions (treatment x depth) were obtained,

,'I
ilil
I

¡

!



Plate 2: tMpLEMENTs usED lN oIFFERENT sEEDBED PREPARATIoNs (A'B'c'D' aNo coMPARlsoNs oF
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A TINE CULTIVATION B. DISC PLOUGHEO
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É,-
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T-$LE 9:

Date 2r.6.82

coryarison of variation in soil tetrpcratrre at 2 depths at the lvaite rnstitute after inplenents were used for pri'æry

culiivation and after the use of a herbicide to kill broad leaved xeeds

20 7:81 31 7.81 7 81 8.81 9.9.81
29.6 .81 6.7.81 LL.7 81

0-4 4-8 0-4 4-8 0-4 4-8 0J 4-8 0-4 4-8 0-4 4-8 0-4 4-8 0-;t 4-8 o{ 4-8

VR = lE.ó14
>F- 0or (3,7)

o\q

plough

Þbuld-
bcarC
piough

10.59 8.54 9.90 1.10 11.34 10.95 7.14 7.90 14.76 12.61 9.99 L0.73 10.66 11.12 t2-29 Ll-92 1'<-16 L2'06

Disc 8-38 7.88 9.96 8.93 11.19 10.87 7.46 6.90 15.55 12.15 8.55 8'66 9'08 9'23 LO'62 9'90 1X'42 10'33

Tine
Culti-
ìatot

*t¡' 7.az 8.Eo 9.ss 10.28 10.99 10.8s 7.oo B.26 ls.98 12.0r 9.16 g.46 9.86 9.56 11.¡t5 10'56 15'll l2'L6

8.41 10.04 10.69 10.94 11.70 tL.lZ 15.43 8.65 15.63 t2.44 g.76 10.10 10.79 10.66 12-lt L2.32 14'26 12'75

N.S. VR
>F

085 !R - 30.97
>F.001 (5,7)

VR = 10.ó0
>F.05 (1,7)

N.S. N.S N. S. VR = 10.09
>F. 01 (3, 7)

7s (3,

(a = 4); 0íS = not significant, VR = va¡iance ratio)
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the differences in tenperatures h/ere snall and in such a range that a

significant effect on soil aninals would not be expected.

3.4 EFFECT ON ORGANIC MATTER

3.4.I Avon

Moshler et aL. (1972) suggested that DD increases the total organic

matter content of the soil but this requires further confirnation.

In this experiment LF content and the decomposition trend throughout

the sanpling period was investigated. The results indicate that the amount

of plant debris in the 0-4 cur layer of soil was significantly greater in DD

than in CC plots throughout the year (Fig. L2). In the 4-B cm layer,

however, the opposite occurred and the amount of LF was found to be signifi-

cantly greater in CC than in DD plots particularly in the early stages of

crop gïowth. At this time (June) population densities of soil animals were

approaching their maximum. A low content of plant debris lvas recorded in

JuIy, presunably due to degradation by soil aninals and other rnicroorganisms.

During the investigation peiod changes of soil animal numbers were shown to

correlate very well with ¡nacro-organic ¡natter changes (Table 10) probably

because of their dependence on OM as a source of food.

Plant roots contributed significantly to the plant debris in both CC

and DD plots, especially in the latter part of the year. This was

established by exarnining the conposition of LF under the nicroscope.

3,4,2 Waite Institute

In general plant debris was found to be concentlated in the upper Layer

of soil (0-4 crn) before tillage operations. After primary tillage, the

distribution within the tilled depth differed with different treatments.

I
I

l;

t
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FIGURE 12 Ef f ect of two seedbed preparation techniques on LF c\)ntent at Avon

(June values after Pasture Phase)
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Correlation between soil animal population and light fraction
changes at Avon

t
TABLE 10: (oM)

Degrees
of

Freedom

Direct drilling
corrãî-a@
coefficient ,

Conventional cultivation
correlation probability
coefficient

0-4cn

Mites

Collembola

4-8cn

Mites

Collenbola

7

7

.90

.89

.90

.91

**
**

**
**

.95

.99

*:t *

**

***
***

97

7L

7

7

t Population density of soil fauna was found by rnultiplying the nean nunber
of aninals per core by a factor 500. Light fraction was calculated as eo

of soil.
** = p1l9o
*** = p<0.19o

TABLE 11: Effect of 3 different tillage inplements and 2 herbicides on light
fraction content at the Waite Institute (n = 8).

Treatnent May
LF content (%)

June
I

Julyl Auzust

Depth (cn)
0-4 4-8 0-4 4-8 0-4 4-8 o-4 4-8

Control
Tine

cultivator
Disc plough
Moulclboard

plough
Buctril
Hoegrass

2.L6 .87s 2.47t L.257 2.567 not determined

1.893
r.293

r.379
L.233

L.6s4
.998
.899

1 .885
2.327

1.109
1. 209

2.L94
.889

1.072

2.579
2.867

1.860
2.751
2.582

€
0)
É.r{

Ír
c)
{Jo€
+)
oz

90
05

2.3
2.4

1 .059
1.359

1.993
r.829
1.835

2.942
2.L37
2.886

L.682
2.977
3.27t

1. s69
.97 4

1.064

sig
L.S

. level *

.D. interaction .37
* ** **

.36 6 95
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The MB plough contributed greatly to the observed significant inter-

actions between treatments and depth (Table 11). The action of slicing

and inversion of soil and nicrobially decomposable plant debris led to nore

or less equal. distribution of the LF between the two depths. A short

Iived slow down of transformation of this deconposable rnater:ial at this tine

could possibly be ascribed to the disturbance to the soil corununities sub-

jecting then to shock and an unfaniliar and an unfavourable habitat.

A slow decomposition rate in the herbicide treated plots UO and U,

(Table 11) could be attributed to the unpalatable plant debris or the low

population of soil anirnals found in these plots (see chapter 4).

3.5 CONCLUSION

TiIlage treatments affected physical factors differently. Pore space

is one of the nost affected pararneters which controls many others i.e. vrlater

and temperature. Thus by increasing porosity an increased rate of de-

cornposition of 0M naY result.

Organic matter (LF) was affected in different vrays e.g. by distribution

of LF in the ploughed zone, burying and subjecting it to inmediate

deconposition by the soil comrnunities rohich firstly degrade the energy rich

and easily deconposable naterial.

Tillage however does not seen to change the anount of plant rnaterial

as conpared to non-tiI1ed agricultural soils. With räduced cultivation

(single operation) the effect and distribution of plant debris in the soil

profile depends on the irnplement used.
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Creating a compacted layer below the depth of cultivation causes less

infiltration capability of rain water in CC than DD soils.

Snall but statistically significant differences in soil tenperature

associated with different tillage syst,ems were observed but their effects

on the biology of the soil may not be significant.
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CI-|APTER 4

EFFECTS OF DIFFERENT SEEDBED PREPARATION

TECHNIOUES ON SOIL FAUNA RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

4.T INTRODUCTION

Changes in the populations of soil fauna accompanying different

cultivation treatments have been dernonstrated (e.g. Ghilar/v, 1978; El1is

and Barness, L977; Abbott, Parkes and Sills, 1979). Assumptions that culti-

vation decreases the nunbers and diversity of soil aninals have been based on

relatively sparse data from surveys of the fauna of different habitats, and

nay be unjustified because nost have taken no accowrt of changes with time.

This chapter reports on the responses of the soil fauna to the processes

of different seedbed preparation techniques over a period of up to 15 months

(see Chapter 2).

The overall effects of seedbed preparation techniques on soil fauna

Ìi¡ere assessed by conparing the nurnbers of soil animals present at different

sites throughout the sampling period; the effect of herbicides was assessed

by comparing the numbers of aninals at the sane site before and after

application of the herbicides. Long tern effects of the herbicides were

assessed by looking at the recovery of the population over. one year.

4 .2 AN IMAL PO PU LAT I ON AT AVON

4.2.L The effect of DD and CC

The overall results from both treatnents showed that a large nurnber of

the soil aninals weTe concentrated in the 0-4 c¡n soil layer.



TABLE 12a: Total numbers of groups of soil aninals extracted frorn DD plots at Avon duling the period 1980-1981 (data

given as rorals fion 15 subsarnpl-r)rto C"t population density = *' -2
fr x soo. tn

1980 1981

Fauna Group

MITES - 0-4 cn

Prostignata
Mesostigrnata
Cryptostignata
Astignata

COLLEMBOLA

Poduridae
Onychiuridae
Isotonidae
Entomobryidae

MITES - 4-Bcnt

Prostignata
Mesostigmata
Cryptostigmata
Astigrnata

COLLEMBOLA

Poduridae
Onychiuridae
Isotomidae
Entonobryidae

June July Aug. Sept. Oct. Nov. Dec. Jan. Feb. Mar. Apr. May June July

T2
r43

0
t245

13
118

26
209

t40
20
55
27

0
6
0

23

I
29

1

4

1

L4
0
6

I{
(¡¡
I

1

98

55

I

7

5
0

L2

2

0
0
2

4
0
0
0

1

1

0
2

0
0
0
0

2
1

0
0

1

0
I
0

0
2
1

2

5
2

2

I

0
3
0
1

2

0
0
0

2
2

0
0

0
0
2

0

4
I
0
0

3
5
0
I

6
L2
74
31

I
9
I
8

1

7
0
5

6
11

0
79

J
0

15
0

JJ
1

0
0

J
2
3

2

11
4
0

2
29

3
6

22
0
3
0

1

0
2

0

0
0
0
0

0
2

0
0

0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0

I
0
0
0

0
0
0
0

0
J
8
0

0
0
4
0

2
0
4
0

0
0
0

3

0
0

0

0

0
36
I

286

2

29
4

60

6
1

1

0

4
I5
20
L2

821 L2
3

16
7

0
0
4
0

7
0
0
0

I
3

55



TABLE 12b:

Fauna Group

MITES - 0-4cn

Prostignata
Mesostignata
Cryptostigmata
Astignata

Poduridae
Onychiuridae
Isotomidae
EntomobrYidae

MITES - 4-8cn

Prostigmata
Mesostignata
Cryptostignata
Astigrnata

COLLEMBOLA

Poduridae
Onychiuridae
Isotomidae
Entomobryidae

Totar numbers of groups of soil aninars extracted fron cc plots at Avon during the period 1980-1981 (data

given as totals tion iS subsamples), to get population density = 
å * S00 n-2

1980 1981

June July Aug. Sept. oct. Nov. Dec. Jan- Feb. Mar. Apr. May June JulY

0
36

2

L002

2
25

2

2

L2
44

4
66

0
3
6
6

1

9
0
0

0
1

3
0

1

6
0
1

2

4
0
3

3
0

L2
5

2
1

0
0

0
0
5
7

0
1

0
0

0
0
0
0

1

0
0
0

0
1

1

2

0
1

0

64

0
4
0

20

0
6
0

7L

5
4
6

35

0
1

0
5

0
1

0
0

3
3
0
0

5
0
0
0

0
0
0
0

0
1

0
0

0
0
1

0

2
0

22
369

t92
1

I

5
0
1

83
4

48
27

0
0
0
0

0
0
0
1

0
0
0
0

1

0
0
0

0
2

0
7

1

0
6
0

I\¡
Þ
I

0
0
1

0

0
1

0
0

0
2

0
0

2

1s
0
J

1

T4
4

45

2

32
2

613

1

0
0
0

1

6
9
1

62

0
0
3
0

0
0

t3
0

1

10
0

59

118

42

L7
6

L3
4

3
0
1

2

0
1

0
0

0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0



Mean population densities

Collembo1a (C) at both sarnpling

principal effects in the 0-4 cn

nurnbers of individual groups in

(DD) soil.
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of the rnajor groups of nites (M) and

depths are shown in Tables 72a,b. The

layers appeared to be a reduction j"n

cultivated (CC) cornpared with uncultivated

Taking the groups individually, greater nurnbers of the Mesostigmata (lt'l)

Poduridae (C) and Astigmata (M) were found on most sarnpling occassions.

The disappearance, or ïestriction of pores in CC (see Chapter 3),

rnakes the habitat unsuitable for animals such as mites and Collembola.

Their imnediate habitats are the pores, cracks and tunnels in the soil where

they nove in search of food, and in response to changes in the hydrothernal

regine. As a result nunbers diminish in cultivated soil.

In the 4-8 crn soil laler, cultivation for 3 consecutive years produced

a conpacted layer (Chapter 3). Due to this layer, lack of Pores and poor

aeration nade it difficult for aninals to retreat into deeper horizons.

There were few animals that survived cutting, pressing and the changed

environrnent of the cultivated soil. It has been shown (see Chapters 3 and

6) that plant debris serves as food for soil animals and that cultivation

changes the quantity of this material in the soil surface: quality also

appeared to have changed. Therefore the decrease in plant debris in the

0-4 cm soil layer may have led to a reduction of biological activities

within this 1ayer.

4.2.2 The effects of seasonal change

During hrinter (May-August) rain and cool tempelatures are optinum

conditions for maxirnum production of soil nites and Collembola (Fig. 13).
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TABLE 13: Total numbers of soil fauna other than Collembo

J J A S o

Psocoptera

Heniptera

Isopoda

Hymenoptera

Fornicidae

Lepidoptera
rr Larvae

Diptera
It Larvae

CoLeoptera
It Larvae

Chilopoda

Isopoda

0ligochaeta

Enchytraied

0thers

1 (1) s (1)

1 t I

olJmttt= -? ^ r . ^< r e-- . ¡J \
Iaþecorded at Avon (total fron t5 C-lir^r çtqs \á l+-8* J"ftl.'o*s'

N D J F M A M J

1

(2)

I
74 (1)

t1

t

(2)

2 (7)

(1) 2 (r)

2 (r)
r (2)

3I

I

1(2)

I\
\l
,I

1

3 (1)

(2)

3 (1) 2 (r)
2 (L)

I

5

(2)

(1)

(1)

2 (L)

(1)

2 3

1

CC results in brackets. Others represent DD.
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Collembola and mites appeared to exhibit one maximum population

density in winter both yea.rs (Table 12) which is in agreement with the

results of Usher (1970) and the unpublished results of ltutson appended in

this thesis. fn summer, conditions became increasingly dry and together

with high radiation caused elevated temperatures in the upper horizon (0-4 cm)

(Fig. 13). The increases in temperature hrere pronounced in CC plots which

had very little cover. A decline in animal numbers occurred in both DD

and CC plots at a tirne when they hrere expected to rise (see 4.5). The

population dropped so low that to detect a significan¡ difference or an

interaction between treatnents and depth was not possible (Fig. 13).

Nùnbers rose again at the start of the following winter (Table 12).

The nunbers of soil aninals recorded other than mites and Collembola

are su¡nmarised (Table 15). Their densities were very low and in CC plots

they were virtually eliminated.

4.3 ANIMAL POPULATION AT WAITE INSTITUTE THE EFFECTS OF
DIFFERENT TILLAGE IMPLEMEN S AND TWO HERBICIDES APPLIED
SEPARATE LY

The most frequently occurring animal groups v/ere the cryptostigrnati d

uites and the poduridid and isoto¡nidid Cotlembola. The food of these three

groups includes plant debris and decaying organic naterial and since they

are often active in the upper 0-4 c¡n soil layer are likely to suffer nost

from the removal of 0M. But as the operations examined other than MB plough

did not renove the plant debris or the rest of the OM fron the soil surface,

the short lived decline in nr¡nbers after treatment hras not caused by lack of

food in the cultivated plots (tine and disc) but probably by the disturbance

of soil by inplenents.
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The Cryptostigmata accounted for 7Zeo of all mites and the Poduridae

and Isotoniclae accounted for 70eo and 2I.4% respectively of all Collembola

in all the six treatments.

Although total numbers of animals in the soil fron control plots were

significantly higher (P<0.001) than from the rest of the treatments, at the

beginning of the experiment in May (Fig. 14a,b) some groups seem to have

been favoured later by lightly disturbed soil.

For all eight aninal groups, populations were initially significantly

lower rvith the MB plough, hoegrass and Buctril than disc and tine.

lbwever, although the MB plough plots had slightly higher population numbers

than the hoegrass and buctril plots in the first month after treatnents,

only the herbicide treated plots showed signs of recovery later indicating

that the overall effect lasted longer in MB ploughed than herbicide

treated plots.

The different effects noted in this experiment nay be due to the

physical action of the implenents and the chemical toxicity of the herbicides.

The MB plough cuts a slice of soil which is then inverted thus distributing

the anirnals within the tilled depth, burying and killing many of thern. The

disc plough partly inverts the soil burying sorne of the soil animals

resulting in lower nortality. In contrast the tine cultivator tends only

to shatter the soil with non-inversion but creates more cracks which

probably forn a better microclimate for the animals. This is probably why

the latter two tïeatments seem to have favoured the soil aninal sornewhat.

This is also in agreement with the finding of CritchLey et aL. (1979) and

Lasebikan (1975) who found that some animals were favoured by cultivation.
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4,4 DIFFERENCES BETWEEN AVON AND WAITE INSTITUTE

Total numbelrs of aninals werernuch, higher at the ìVaite Institute

than at Avon. At Avon the mites were dorninated by Astignata and some

predatory Mesostigmata trhile the Collembola were dominated by the Poduridae

(Table 12). At the Waite Institute, mites were dorninated by Cryptostignata

with a few Astignata while Collenbola were dominated by Poduridae and sorne

Isotonidae (Section 4.5) .

Anongst the Collembola, Poduridae were dominant at both sites and

Isotomidae constituted a nuch snaller proportion. These results indicate

that fLoral conposition and crops may have been deterrnining factors for

the faunal conposition differences between the two sites (see Chapte'r 2).

Also, these differences ¡nay be attributed to the degree and kind of soil

disturbance. However, this does not explain the reasons for DD plots at

Avon having less animals than at the Waite Institute site. In this case

another factor, the residual effect of herbicides nay be taken into account.

4.5 EFFECTS OF A MTXTURE OF HOEGRASS AND BUCTRIL HERBICIDES

4.5.L Avon

Before herbicide application, the numbers of rnites in the DD and CC

plots were 4700 O.n-2 and 35000 ln-2 
""rp"ctive1y, 

in the 0-4 cn layer

(Fig. 15a). Four hours after herbicide application at the DD ptots, numbers

of total nites and the dominant Astignatid order in the 0-4 cn layer were

both significantly reduced (P<0.001) by 74 and 83% respectively. In the CC

plots herbicide application also significantly reduced the nurnbers of rnites

(P<0.05) by 88 and 94eo respec-tively (Fig. 15c). A similar trend in reduction

of nunbers of aninals after herbicide treatments was observed in 4-8 cm soil
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layer (Figs. 15b,c). This reduction in both depths could be ascribed to

toxicity of the herbicide.mixture used: animals in tl're 0-4 cn nay have been

affected directly by the herbicide and funes wl'rile those in 4-B cn could

have been affected by the fumes, especially during transportation to laboratory.

Most Collernbola \.\rere ïecorded in the 0-4 cm layer. Nunbers in June

1980 were 25000 t-2 in DD plots and 8767 ^-2 
in CC plots (Fig. 15a). 0n

JuIy lB, four hours after application of herbicides, numbers of Collembola

were significantly reduced (P<0.05) by 68eo in the DD plots but the reduction

of 38% in CC plots was not statistically significant. In the 4-8 cm soil
.tì

layer reductions hrere fro¡n 8000 to 1250 (84%) in DD plots and 7000 to 750' M-

(89%) in CC plots

2

il

'I

The population density of the doninant farnily of collembola

(poduridae) was L8433 m-2 and 6400 m-2 in the 0-4 cn layer of DD and CC plots

respectively (Fig. 15a). Following herbicide application numbers were

reduced by 73,8% in DD and 56.8eo in CC plots. In the 4-8 cm layer a

sinilar reduction was recorded.

4.5.2 Waite Institute

The experinent at t.he Waite Institute site was designed subsequent to

the experiment at Avon to test the effects of herbicides (nixture) on soil

animals without any interactions fron tillage treatments.

As a result of herbicide treatments, soil was left alnost bare

compared with substantial growth of natural regenerated pasture on the

surface of the control plots. The sirnilarity bettveen numbers of animals in

the 0-4 cn layer of the trial field before herbicide application and the

r
I
I

I

!
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o-4c^^ &¡tL
Total animals extracted from Urrbrae soil (*The data is given as nean of. ZLlsarnples).

29. 9.80 3. 10. 80 24. 10. B0 5. 12. 80
tro Control

::*

TABLE 14:

Date and
Treatment

MITES

Prostigrnata
Mesostigmata
Cryptostignata
Astignata

COLLEMBOLA

Poduridae
Onychiuridae
Isotomidae
Entonobryidae

OTHERS

D{naptera
Hymenoptera
Diptera
Lepidoptera
Ne¡ratoda
Enchytraied
Formicidae
Coleoptera

Pretreated

5.25
1. 96
L.63

.54

L.L7
0

.58

.042

Control Treated

6.0s
2.25

.45

.5

2.25
.2L
.L67
.292

.46

.042
0
0

0
0

.042
0
0

.085
10)

.375

.042

'Ireated

.7L
0
0
0

Uon

5. 04
.5
.958
.125

.46

.767

.L67
0

7 .s4

Il ed

L.L25
.375
. óó5

0

0
75
1

0

.79
0

.L67
0

0
.042
.083

0
0
0

.042

.042

.375
0

.t25
0

I

0ô
o\
I

.725

.042
0
0

42

42
42

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
08

.042

.83
0
0
04
0
0
0
0

42

042
0
0
0
0
0

0
02

0
0
0

0.0
0
0

.083
0
0

0
0
0

0.0
0
0

J

42

04

TOTAL LL.29 10.41 3. 55 3.25

*To 
get population nu¡nbers (t-2) nultiply the mean nunbers by a factor of 500.

1 .04 2.5
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control plots of the sane field after application, and the latter signifi-

cant difference (P<0.01) between mite nurnbers in the herbicide treatecl and

control plots (Fig. 16) indicate a direct and irunediate effect on the soil

fauna.

The nean density for all anirnals in the plots before and after herbicide

application and in the control plots are given in Table 14. Significantly

more mites than Collenbola (P<0.001) were recorded. The Prostignata

doninated followed by Mesostigmata. After herbicide application their

numbers had decreased by 63% and 91% respectively.

Populations of Collenbola were generally 1ow with Poduridae doninant

and some surface dwelling Isotornidae present. There was some reduction in

numbers of Collenbola after herbicide application (Fig. 16) but it was not

statist.ically significant except at the 10% leve1.

The aninals on this site were sanpled until the beginning of sunmer

when populations were natutal1-y very low, and their recovery could not then

be assessed. These results on herbicidal effect are in agreenent with the

findings of nany workers. for exanple Prasse (197S) reported that sinazine

significantly reduced the nunbers of Cryptostignatid nite (TeetocepLteus

uelatus). The same herbicide, used by Edwards (1964) reduced populations

of isotonid Collenbola and predatory rnites by 13-5Oe", whereas in the present

study the hoegrass-buctril nixture affected all groups of anirnals exanined

to sone extent. Also Bhattaracharya & Joy (1930) found that nitrofen (2-4

dichlorophenyl-4-nitrophenyl ether) reduced populationS of Cryptostigrnatid

rtites (SeheLLotíbates spp. and Oppìn spp.) more drastically than propanil

(3-4 dichloropropion analide). However, results from lVaite Institute

experiment indicate that two herbicides applied individually have similar

effects.

t
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Though the application of a greater dosage of simazine (Edwards, 1964)

was found to reduce the nunbers of soil animals rnore tltan a norrnal dose,

Bieringer (1969) in a different experinent found that five months after

simazine application, the populations were greater than before application.

This nay not be the case with the two herbicides used in this study since

after one year, the population density at Avon rernained less than half that

initially reported before the herbicides were applied. The effect could

be sirnilar to that reported by Ghabbeaur and Imam (1967) who found that

besides causing mortality, Chloroprophen changed the reproductive and

feeding habits of the Collernbola FoLsomia ccnd,ida. Other similar findings

were those of Adans and Drew (1965) and Kulash (L947) who observed sluggish

behaviour in the Collenrbola )r,ychíwws quaãz,oceLLatus, after application of

herbicides. Three hours after application of herbicides, Eijsackers and

Drift (1976) found paralysis in Collenbola.

4,6 CONC LUSION

A relatively snall population of soil fauna was found in cultivated

compared with undisturbed soil.

The overall effect of cultivation on the najority of soil aninals is

a reduction in numbers and possibly in species. At the sane time a re-

duction in the arnount of available food and habital space occurs. However

some species nay survive these changes and even benefit frorn the new

situation. As far as herbicides are concerned hoegrass and Buctril used

singly or together are toxic to soil animals. The residual effect of the

¡nixture seems to last longer than the residual effect of the individual

herbicides.
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Itlith the exception of some inforrnation on nites and Collenbola

(Abbott, Parker and Sitls, 1979; and Buckerfield, I97B unpublished results

- appended in this thesis) there is little published work on the fauna of

cereal crop lands in Australia urith h'hich to conpare the results presented

here.

-1
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CHAPTER 5

EFFECTS OF CROP ROTATION AND TRASH DISPOSAL METHODS

ON SOIL FAUNA A.ND PLANT DEBRIS RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

5.1 INTRODUCTION

Crop rotation is accepted in agricultural management for many reasons

including economics, control of diseases, restoration of soil structure and

accumulation of 0M in soil.

After crop harvesting the remaining plant debris, which in nost cases

falls on to the soil surface, adds to the problem of choosing the right

inplenents for seedbed preparation. For this reason farrners choose from

nany nethods of strav, disposal.

About 50% of Australian agricultural soil is fallowed as part of a

rotational management (Sins, 7977). The evaluation of fallowing in earlier

years in Australia was prinarily on an agronomic basis ancl an appreciation

of the soil factors involved developed rather slowly.

To find the effect of rotation in this study, the levels of both soil

aninals and plant debris were ïecorded at the beginning and end of an

experiment at Tarlee and Avon i.e. the end of a pasture phase and the end

of a wheat phase. To find the differences, basic statistics hlere enployed.

The observed difference was attributed to the rotational treatrnent. Also

the effect of a fallow treatment vras compared with that of a pasture.

The effect of trash disposal nethods were compared and assessed

throughout the sanpling period. Also the population density of the soil

animals was related to the arnount of extracted LF since the distribution
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of LF hras found to be consistent rvith the nunbers of soil anirnals. The

effect of reworking (see later Section 5.4) of earlier seeded plots hlas

related to the inmediate sharp decline of the soil aninal numbers.

5.2 EFFECT OF ROTATION

The data presented in Table 15 shows both the population dynarnics of

thro gïoups of ani¡nals and the LF content in soils supporting crops in

various rotations.

5.2.L Tarlee

Unlike fallow x wheat rotation, the nunbers of soil animals and light

fraction from pasture x wheat rotations at the end of the pasture phase

(1980) was significantly higher than at the end of the wheat phase (1981).

Soil undergoing fallow alternating with wheat contained significantly

fewer animals than pasture alternating with wheat at the end of both pasture

and wheat phases. The results indicate that the numbers of soil aninals

and percentage of light fraction are controlled by the crop rotation in

addition to clinatic effects.

5.2.2 Avon

The faunal population which followed pasture sown soil was very high

compared with that following the wheat phase. Also the content of LF was

significantly higher (P<0.001) at the end of pasture than at the end of

wheat phase. The aninal populations did not reach appreciable numbers;

which remained comparatively lower than in June 1980, probably due to the

late arrival of the 19Bl rains and to the residual effects of herbicide
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applications (Malinda et, aL., 1981). It should be pointed out that

sanpling in 1980 followed about 2 years and one year of non-disturbance

to the soils of DD and CC plots respectively. That of June 1981, however,

followed a year of wheat growth with sone soil disturbance at the beginning

of the year.

5.2.3 Waite Institute

After any rotation including a fallow phase, the soil was found to

contain the least nurnbers of soil animals and the least anount of LF.

The extracted LF consisted mainly of roots and twigs with very little leafy

material.

Results from rotations of four yea1' pasture x 2 year wheat, 2 f-r

Past x I yr wheat and also continuous wheat (50 yrs) did not differ signifi-

cantly either in soil animal populations or in plant debris extracted in LF.

The permanent pasture (30 yrs) supported the higher numbers of soil

aninals with virgin soil supporting the second highest population.

The virgin soil had a significantly higher LF content than all other

rotation soil, but it was compTised of twigs, Ioots' leaves and other

partly decomposed naterials. Sone hurnic naterial with a density lower

than 1.8 was.also present. The 0-4 cm layer of virgin soil consisted of

a litter layer and fernentation layer rnade up of recently faLlen leaves

and broken partly deconposed naterial. A humus layer with deconposed

naterial of uncertain origin was also present above the nineral soil.

The light fraction of the DD consisted rnainly of leafy material,

easily decornposable plant debris, decaying roots and hyphae some fungus

naterial was also present.



TABLE 15:

Treat-
ment

AVON:

c.c.
D. D.

TARLEE:

Psxr

Psxs

Psxb

Fxr

Fxs

Fxb

s8. 03110 . 31

64 .47!12.69

75.77!2.32

33.4 !7 .5

3.3 r.51
2.89!.44

2.37t,79
4. 25t .81

2.65!.I7
2.3 !.9
2.32!.LS

1.5 r.10

))+
8.0r

ND

s .33!.21
2.74!.64

ND

ND

ND

.27!.I9
I .0 !.29

1 .211.09

I . 55r. 16
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Mean (tSE) numbers of nites and Collembola /co-re (to get numbers per
n-2 nultiply by a factor 500) and L.F. content (%) at three sites
carrying different crop rotations.

1981
I.{ites Collenbola L. F.

June June

13.6!5.2
27 .7!5.6
16 .9r5 . I
9.7!3.2

15.913.4

9.5!1.9

June

37.7!6.7
23.I!S .8

25.4!8.24
L3.9!2.9
12.9!2.75

73.8!2.78

April

ND

5 .0811 . 29

0 .00J

ND

ND

ND

WAITE INSTITUTE: Septenber L981

P.P

Vir-in
ltl.l1l

4P.2W

2P.W

F.W

W.P.F

L5.I8!2.47
s .691 .97

2.75! .87

2.06!.34
2.73! .49

1.181 .37

0.941.30

88.0 116.11

26.93! 6.17

5.131 1.56

4.38! t.34
4,5 ! 1,.4L

0.7sr .31

2 .06! .96

L.62! -09

3.08r.11

0 .87!.27
1 .01r . 03

0 .98r .04

0 .931 .06

0.37!.03

(Avon and Tarlee : 1980 end of pasture phase, 1981 end of wheat phase).
Phase at Waite Institute in September 1981 indicated.

*determined in May.

CC = Direct drillíng; DD = Conventional cultivation; Ps = Pasture sohln

F = Fallow; r = iotary hoed; b = burn; s = stubble retention on surface;
lst PP = Permanent pasture; W = Wheat; P = Pasture.

1980
cõTrem6-oraMi tes L. F.
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Effect of rotation on light fraction content and the relationship
(R ) between LF and soil fatrna at the Waite Institute

Mites Co1 lembola tF (e")

Mean + SE

*Soil and
Rotation Mean t E

eT core ssed as
Mean + ge

PP

Virgin

l,ll.lV.

PP. W

PPPP. }fl¡I

W.P.F

F.W

5. 59

2.25

t.2s

L.25

1. 31

.67

.78

.59

"21

.28

.195

.16

.18

.20

0-

1-

0-

0-

0-

0-

0-

5.57

5. 61

3. 16

2.45

2.24

2

2.24

B.68

4.38

1. 96

t.72

L.72

.99

.51

.92

.56

.29

.34

.3r

.27

.18

.81

1. 54

.44

.49

.51

.19

.47

.06

.13

.073

.07

.056

.01

.04

3 - 14.80

0 - 6.95

0 - 5.10

0 - 4.36

0 - 4.36

0 - s.B7

0 - 2.00

f = .q6tt* f = .8g*

First PP represents permanent pasture while the rest of the Pts indicate
a pasture phase. W represents wheat, F represents fallow-
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A positive colrelation between % LF and nunbers of soil animals

extracted was found ß2) fron the results of all samples in Table 16,

excluding those fron virgin soil. From this table it appears that there

are factors other than LF influencing numbers of soil animals in this soil

which could not be investigated.

5.3 EFFECTS OF TRASH DISPOSAL AT TARLEE

After fallow there was little trash material to dispose of and there were

few soil animals (Fig.l7).ihus the three methods of trash disposal (Burn,

incorporate and retention) did not produce any significant difference in

aninal numbers and LF content. After pasture a difference of both numbers

of soil aninals and LF content Ìr/as observed between disposal nethods.

SurprisingLy a high number of soil anirnals was found in the pasture sown x h-nn

rotation plots (Fig.17), despite a low content of LF. Many anirnals have been

survived after burning because the tenperature of the fire was 1ow and nay

not have penetrated to the depth where the animals were concentrated. The

trash uras spread thinly and evenly and a strong wind tended to drive the

fire quickly.

5.4 EFFECT OF REWORKING AT TARLEE

Reworking and reseeding was necessary following an outbreak of mice

that cornpletely destroyed the emerged wheat seedlings.' The operations

involved ì4rere:

Shallow cultivation to a depth of 2.5 cm on 16.7.80

Resown to wheat treated with fungicide on 17.7.80

Superphosphate fertilizer applied at 120 kg/ha

Tractor M/F 135 used to puIl a Connor shear 3 point
linkage seeder.
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Fallow x burn

Pasture sown x rotarY cultivation

Pasture sown x trash retention on surface

Fallow x rotary cultivation

Fallow x trash retention on surface

Pasture sown x burn
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These operations l{ere undertaken in JuIy when most faunal populations

were increasing in nurnbers, (Fig. l7a,b) and afterwards, the sharp drop in

n¡rnbers is attributed to the effects of these operations on the arrinals

and their habitats.

The length of time these operations affected faunal density is
unknown but nay be short tern since a recovery was noticed in August-

Septernber. However, this apparent recovery was at a tine when soil animal

population densities are known to be declining due to the natural effect of
the dry season

5.5 CONCLUSION

In all experimental sites, rotations including a fallow period, have

the greatest effect on both soil aninals and light fraction. The decrease

in populations of soil aninals was accompanied by a parallel decline of LF

content in the soil, hotvever, the quality of the LF is also inportant (see

Waite Institute rotation).

These results indicate that there nay be other factors influencing

the levels of populations of soil animals which could not be investigated

during this project.
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CIjAPTER 6

LABORATORY INVESTIGATIONS INTO THE INDIVIDUAL

AND INTERRELATED EFFECTS OF SOME SOIL ENVIRONMENTAL

FACTORS ON SOIL FAUNA AND THEIR FEEDING HABITS

6 1 EFFECTS OF PORE DIAMETER AND TEMPERATURE
ON ANIMAL MOBILITY

6.1.1 Introduction

In countries such as Europe, Asia, America, parts of Australia and

elsewhere where low ground tenperaturesoccur, the activities of soil

aninals nay be restricted.

Soil tenperature depends on the thermal conductivity and volunetric

heat capacity of the soil and on the amount of heat that enters or leaves

the soil surface. Thus the amount of air, water and cover of the soil

are decisive factors for tenperature regimes of the soil.

The techniques of funnel extraction of soil animals showed that soil

animals live and move in the soil in search of a suitable microenvironment.

Therefore it is proposed that the mobility of soil animals will depend

mainly on pore size distribution.

6.1.2 Experinental nethods

6.7.2.L Trapping of soil animals

Collembola were pit-fa11 trapped in water in a plastic tin sunk

into the ground. These animals were collected with different body

ternperatures. Some of them were colleçted when the air tenperature

was 7oC after a cold night, others when the t,emperature vras 160ç, also

after a cold night. Others were collected at 16oC after a warn night.
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Healthy looking representatives of the Collembolan family

Poduridae vrere separated for use in the laboratory.

6. 7.2.2 Stabilization of soil aggregates to nake pores

. In this experinent soil anirnal movements were studied in

relation to known (estinated) pores size obtained from nore or less

spherical aggregates.

SoiI was obtained fron the 0-4 cm layer of the Waite Institute

fine sandy loam. The dry soil was broken into different size

aggregates then sieved into the following size groups: 7-2, 2-4,

4-6.7, 6.7-9.5, 9.5-12.0, >12.0 nm. The aggregates were wetted by

imnersing them in a beaker containing water and dried at BOoC for

6 hours. The hretting and drying was repeated four tines. Then the

nore spherical agglegates were separated and treated with a 3%

solution of poly (vinyl alcohol) to prevent them fron breaking during

subsequent wetting which was necessary to obtain the required hurnidity

for maximun activities of the aninals. T'he aggregates were dried and

finally sieved to remove any detached particles. The remaining

agglegates vlere put in 6 core sampleTs, each of 5 cn diameter and 4 cm

length. The depth of aggregates fron the botton of the cores was

3 cm so.as to leave a space in which to introduce the animals. The

colurnns of aggregates of each size group were replicated twice.

Circular netal plates with 2 mm mesh openings !ùere put at the botton

of each sampler to retain the aggregates. The aggregates r^¡ere then

vibrated to obtain the rninimum porosity possible. Before introducing

the aninals, the aggregates were wetted in the same manner as before

to obtain a humidity acceptable to soil animals (80-100e').
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6.L.2.3 Exalnination of the s made
erent s ze aqqregates

The sarne aggregates after having been used to study animal

movements were used to examine the existing pores. Impregnation,

thin sectioning and analysis procedures were similar to those used

in Chapter 2.

6 .L.2.4 Measurement of aninal movement through
pores nade by aggregates

Forty animals (groups according to 6.L.2.7) were introduced

into each cylinder. The top of each cylinder was closed by a cloth

netting with 0.05 run openings to exclude any extlaneous animals.

Heat was introduced on top of the soil agg'regates. Animals

coning out of the botton of the cylinders were collected in McCartney

bottles and preserved in 75% alcohol. They were counted at different

ti¡ne intervals up to 54 hours (see Figs. 18 Ë 19), and plotted as a

function of tine. After hour 6 the nunbers of animals coning out

rrrere grouped together and finally plotted against hour 54.

6.t.2.5 Measurement of animal dimensions

At each given tirne, animals in the bottles were counted and

the diarneter and length of the larger animals ¡neasured using a

nicroscope,

6.1.3 Results and Discussion

6.1.3.1 Effect of temperature on animal mobilitY

6.1.3.1.1 Effects of t Tature

Aninals kept at 7oc overnight and examined under a

microscope appeared sluggish at first but became active

WAITE INSTITUTE

LIBRARY
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under the heat of the microscope light.

When these aninals were introduced on to prepared

aggregate columns in experinental cylinders, total numbers

energing were less compared with those with warner body

temperatures (Fig. 1B).

6.L.3 .t.2 Effect of soil temperature

The surunation curves (Fig. 19) indicate that soil

tenperature has some effects on the activities of the soil

animals. When the temperature was between 25o to 30oC and

soil was noist, there u¡as a tendency for the aninals to remain

in the aggÏegates for a longer period, probably until the

humidity fe1l. Upon introducing more heat to aggregates with

pores >400 pm dianeter, animals moved more quickly from point

A to point B at any given time as compared with lower

tenperatures. However, in pores with dianeter <410 pn feurer

aninals went through with further introduction of heat.

Probably increased tortuosity plevented the animals from

finding a way through quickly and as a result they nay have

died.

6.t.3.2 Pore sizes forned between tes
ant 0)

As shown by the Quantimet 720 results different size

aggregates produced pores of different sizes. The infornation

in Table 17 can be extrapolated to the field after agglegates

have been reduced in size try cultivation. However, the data

(Table 17) can only be used to indicate the direction of change

ts as rneasuredles
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Pore sizes produced by different size aggregates as shown by
Quantinet 720.1i

Aggregate size
by sieving

(um)

Pore size
(by Quantinet)

(um)

% nunber of pores
of that si.ze - by
calculation from
total pore nurnbers

1500

3000

5350

8100

1 07s0

12000

100

410

810

1500

1790

1990

72

89.8

88. 8

58.0

58.0

il
lú':

ì
n

Measurement of pores forned between aggregates

>8100 ¡.un dianeter was not reliable probably because of the

large pores formed during vibrating the aggregates (i.e. they

could not settle well).

6.1.3.3 Effect of pore size

The results show that the numbers of animals noving

through the beds of aggregates depend on the dianeter of the

pores. This is illustrated by the high correlation between

pore size distribution and nurnbers of animals (Fig. 20).

6.2 EFFECT OF COMPLEXITY OF PATHWAY

6.2.1 IntroductÍon

Agricultural practices, especially CC as seen in Chapter 3, produce

aggregates of different sizes. A single run in soil with a prinary inplenent

rvill produce clods or large aggregates. Introduction of a secon<lary operation

I

r
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has been found (Ojeniji and Dexter, 1979b) to result in further reduction of

aggregatc sizes. If the exercise is repeated many tines as in fallotv,

aggregates nay reach the lower size li¡nit (not determined). This conditíon

of clod reduction into sna1l aggregates and particles is part of a seedbed

preparation. It is proposed liere that the tortuosity of the pathway (pore)

will depend on the aggregate size. Therefore in the follotuing section I

will show the relationship betrveen the tortuosity of pathrvay made by

different aggregate sizes and the nunbers of soil aninals able to move from

a point A to point B. Also a mathenatical model is applied to explain

further the effects of pore tortuosity on the anirnals.

6.2.2 Exp erinental I'fethods

6.2.2. 1 Measurements of length of pathway

The thin sections from aggregates used in the study of soil

animal movenents r^rere used to examine the tortuosity of the pathlvays.

This rvas done using a system consisting of a digitizer tablet (Houston

Hipad, Houston Instrument, Houston, Texas) with an active area of

27 .g4 x 27 .94 cm, a video display terminal and an Andromeda systern 1l/B

nicrocornputer with twin flappy disc drives.

First, the pathrvay which the animals could follow was traced

ön Scqì¿ dô3"**s s,nt.t.1n l-" hhoÉq -t'"- \ã1' 21"

Aggregate beds shorving complexity of pathway fron

il
r¡i

I

t
I
I

I

A

Éoo
¡o

t

B

Fig. 2l
point A to Point B.
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on average about 7 alternative pathv¡ays wel.e tlaced and the

average r.esult for each size group was obtained. When the pathr,ray

u¡as traced, coordinate information fron the tablet was used to

conpute the length traced with ttre digitizer cursor. This

particular instrument could also be used to compute area, perimeter

etc. as required.

6.2.2.2 Theoretical explanation

consider a Brownian notion process in a one-dimension that

starts at poi.nt Y=o and is absorbed at Y=L and at all tines t=0 lies

between 0 and Z. This motion can only be described by use of a

se:ries of functions:

Y=o start at t=0

Fig. 222 Diffusion theory-

Y=Z absorption or exit fron system at t=T

(e.g. see losifescu and Tâutu (1973)).

the fraction of numbers emerging in time

The dominating tern will lead to a probability density for exit

rime t given by f(t) = - 
s- sxp l:), t)o'where a is a pararneter

\t^ 3 r'" '
involving the "diffusivitTllltof the system, the length L etc. HenceI

I

;

!

F(T) = {T exp. (14)
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Note F(-) = 1

The transfor¡nation
2

It
FCt) =

Also it should be noted that this is twice the area under the

tail of the normal distribution to the right of a 

l, 
-

.Fig. 23: The normal distribution curve.

Hence from the fractions emerging at tine T, the supposed

value a/{- T was calculated fron tables of the normal distribution,

and the vatues "fi"us plotted against l¡F. This should be a

straight line through the origin 5lope lligher values indicate

slower diffusion (etnergence) rate. The suggestion is that if in a

slower diffusion systen many animals die tfie total numbers emerging

should be treated as the total original numbers and the fraction at

I

I
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tirne T can be calculated in this rvay. Note that at tine T final,

total fraction = 1.

(Fig. 24) .

The value ¡I/f r finar, 0) is on the graph

6.2.3 Results and Discussion

The results indicate that the snaller the aggregate sizes the longer

and rnore cornplicated is the pathrvay (Table 18). A high correlation was

TABLE 18: Length of pathway frorn point A to point B (see Fig. 15) formed
between aggregates

Size of Aggregates (run)

1.0-2.0 2.0-4.0 4.0-6.7 6. 7-9. 5 9.5-12.00 >12 (mm)

Alternative numbers of Pathway

57I 9 7 6

Average length of Pathway (trur)

81. 6 77 .2 65.0 s2.6 54.2 50. 5

found when plotting length of pathluay and the numbers of animals ernerging.

It has been found that the longer the pathway the fewer the animals coming

out and this could be explained by the theory above where (Fig.2a) suggest

that there is a high mortality or animals never find their way out in smal1

aggregates. (The greater the slope the less the animals ernerging at time

T final).
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6,3 CONTRIBUTION oF SoIL ANIMALS TO DEGRADATION
F PLANT DEBR S

6.3.L Introductron

Soil aninals play a leading role in the degradation and decomposition

of plant debris. Thus their inportance cannot be overenphasized.

A laboratory experiment was designed to exarnine the contribution to

degradation of plant residue by sone soil animals.

6.3.2 Experimental Method

Aninals for this experinent were extracted fron the soil as in

Section 2.3.3 but instead of tubes containing alcohol they contained noist

nacro-organic natter (MOM). . The MOM and the live animals were emptied in a

Petie dish where the Astignata and Poduridae were separated fron the rest of

the aninals and MOM.

Three treatments i.e. Astigmata, Poduridacand Control were replicated

twice, each replicate containing 6 aninals. Culture tubes, sinilar to

those used by Vail (1965); Goto (1960). and ltutson (1978) were used but had

only plaster of Paris as a base which was kept noist to maintain the

required hunidity for the experimental period. Leaves from cornmon Lantana

"Vez.funaceae" were cut into pieces of approximately 4 cm2. Since the

leaves were several weeks old, collected fron the soil surface, they were

wetted and dried at 40oC twice to kill immature anirnals and eggs. Eight

pieces of leaves were put in each rearing tube.

6.3.3 Results and Discussion

The results (Table19a) show that the nunber:s of pites (Astignata) and

Collenbola (Poduridae) increased when supplied with leaves from comrnon Lantana.
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In the same table, the area eaten shows that rnites contributed more in terms

of leaf degradation than Collenbola (ttris is better shown in Plate 3). The

difference in area eaten by these animals could be ascribed to their feeding

and behavioural differences.

0n exanination of their movement and activities over the surface of

the leaves, it appeared that the Astigmata fed in a group and moved very

slorv1y. This could be supplemented by the uncorrelated relationship between

area eaten by the animals and the distance travelled (Table 19b). On the

other hand, Collenbola v¡ere found to feed as individuals and noved faster.

TABLE 19a: Increase in numbers of Astignata (lt{) and Poduridae (C) for a
period of 9 weeks feeding on connon Lantana.

Treatrnent Initial number Final nunber *Area 
?f"*l"Tf eaten

Astigrnata (M)

Poduridae (C)

Control

6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
0
0
0
0

131
168
129

60
165
59

148
119

0
0
0
0

I .90
1.7t
2.t0
1. 00
L.7 0
0.60
1. 00
0. 95

0
0
0
0

*
Area eaten and measured included the unpalatable stalk and leaf veins.
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correlation between distance travelled by soil animals during
rnicroscopic examination and the amount of leaf consumed

during the culture Period.

Animal group

Astigmata (M)

Poduridae (C)

Significant at Ieo 1eveI.

Distance travelled
(cn)

Area of leaf eaten
(cn2¡

Significant
leveI

N.S
1.9
t.7L
2.T0
1.0
r.7
0.6
1.0
0. 95

.5

.7

.5
1.5
2.O
1.0
L.2
L.2

**

**

From these results it appears that, if the heat and light transnitted

on to the animals by the nicroscope during examination did not cause the

observed behavioural difference between the tyo g¡oups of aninals' then there

is an indication that the mites (Astignata) contributed nore than the

Collembola (Poduridae) in te¡rns of plant residue degradation' Collenbola'

however, are known to play a leading role in distributing pores which are

attached to their bodies and carried in their guts.

6.4 CONCLUSION

To arrive at a workable conclusion on the effects and interrelationship

of soil environmental factors and soil fauna, the above factors (size of

pores, temperature, hrater etc. ) should be exanined very closely in the long

term

Generally it can be concluded that the vertical and horizontal distri-

bution of aninals in soil (aggregate beds) will depend on pore size

distribution as well as aggïegate size distributíon, but the overall need to
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nigrate vertically or horizontally will depend on the availability and

requirenent of !{ater and food. Where the beds are formed by very snall

aggregates, a lot of energy nay be needed to move through cornplicated

pathways, in which case nany aninals may not be able to meet their re-

quirements and as a lesult may die. The given theory does not explain

whether soil ani¡nals actually die or remain in,the systen. And if they

die, it does not explain the factors contributing to their death.

l\l
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CHAPTER 7

GENERAL DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

The literatuïe survey and other inforrnation at hand show that agri-

culture is undergoing a revolutionary period, a period when scientists

and farners are working together to produce techniques of crop establishnent

which are feasible in a tine when world population is increasing rapidly

and fossil fuel and fertilizer are becorning very expensive. Unfortunately

it is a tirne when soil structure is deteriorating. The structure of soil

is very important in an agricultural ecosystem, especially in regions where

rain usually falls in heavy showers and topography is hilty (e.g. Kenya).

Very heavy, shallow, or stony soils occur in large areas in the world.

These soils are marginal for alable farming, and therefore nethods nust be

developed for arable crop production under such conditions.

Plate 2 shows the two techniques studj-ed in this project and the

inplernents nainly used in CC operations in many parts of the world. The

appearance of the soil surface shows a significant difference between each

treatment and this indicates a difference in both physical properties of

the soil and in the populations of soil fauna.

As shown in this thesis, research has been slow in establishing the

relevant inportance of soil animals in agricultural ecosystems. Thus

little has been published to show the different effects of CC and DD on

soit physical properties and on soil animals, especially the reaction of

soil aninals to DD operations per se. There is little work published on
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the positive contributions of aninals in irnproving and maintaining soil

conditions favourable for field crops, u¡ater drainage and retention. Based

on the literature and the research of this project I have been able to

evaluate and discuss the relative effect of CC and DD on the soil physical

properties and soil fauna. In previous chapters staternents are made case

by case decause of the complex relations that exist between soil physical

properties and soil fauna.

7.L DIRECT DRILLING

Many workers, nost of whon are mentioned in Chapter 1, have sholn that

DD produces a better soil structure than CC, results in the accumulation of

total soil 0M and retainment of mulch on the soil surface thus preventing

soil erosion by r^rater or by wind. Direct drilling has also been reported

to save money and tine. But above all this technique has produced crop

yields as good as, if not better than, CC.

The results presented in this thesis confirn the findings of rnany

workers in that DD caused lower porosities than CC but produced stable and

continuous pores. Direct drilled soils had higher vrater contents than CC

soils which night have been influenced by higher infiltration rates and

lower evaporation rates, due to a higher organic matter content on the soil

surface.

Fewer occurrences of cereal diseases like take-al1 (hay-die), and

Rhizoetonía soLani, both of which are fungus diseases, have been repr>rted

in plots subjected to DD (Hood, 1965; Schwerdtle, I97I; Brooks and Dawson,

1968; and Ellington and Reeves, 1981). For example Ellington and Reeves

(loc. cit.) reported a significant reduction of the occurrence of take-al1

in DD plots (Table 20).
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Wheat plants which lodged (e' of total plants) as a result
of Take-al1 fungus, after different crop lotations and
cultivation or DD.

% Occurrence

Rotations

WxWxWxltl

LxltlxLxW

31

11

15

4

W=Wheat; L=Lupins.

These reductions may be as a result of the presence of a large number

of nltes and Collernbola (shown in this work to total about 95 x 103 -2 in

DD plots during periods of maximum population. Many of these animals feed

on decaying plant naterial and fungi.

This study failed to establish or detect sufficient evidence that DD

is in any way directly deleterious to the soi1. The nain adverse effect

is the toxicity to the soil aninals of the herbicides used.

Therefore these results and the results of other research workers have

shown that the technique is scientifically sound. The rnajor barriers are:

firstly, trying to fight the psycho-social problen of trying to introduce a

technique which conflicts with the established attitude of the farmer in

that a seedbed nust be free fron trash, thoroughly worked and level.

Secondly, the lack of a developed cornrnercial drill to drop seeds in the nineral

soil through a layer of trash.

7.2 CONVENTIONAL CULTIVATION

It is evident that the most commonly used inplenents fron earlier days

were the Mouldboard plough, Disc plough and Tine cultivator. The rotary
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hoe was developed very lcecently for a specific purpose. All or sorne of

these inplernents nay be used in CC opelations. The effects on soil,

including soil biology, are dependent on the design, numbers of Tines used

and on the soil type and surface condition. Also they nay, to some extent,

depend on the farrners ski1l because many are unaluare of the correct time

for operations and do not know the correct amount of cultivation required

for a particular soil, area and crop.

The results of this work show that the overall effect of the CC

technique is adverse in so far as the soil physical properties are concerned

with a concomrnitant reduction in numbers and types of soil fawta. Prolonged

cultivation in the South AustTalian fine sandy loan led to degradation of

nacrofeatures in the cultivated layer. A conpacted layer developed below

the cultivated layer as a result of several factors' particularly

conpaction by nachinery and inplements.

Detection of these changes, especially pore shape and continuity, was

only possible by the nethod of thin sectioning and quantifying the pore

size distribution using the image analysing conputer (Quantimet 720). The

infiltration rate of water ancl water storage capacity may be reduced and

run-off increased. This is illustrated by the reduced water content in

the Avon soit after CC compared with DD, and also by the run-off for Tarlee

soil as illustrated in Plate 4. However, a single run on a field by an

implenent nay not be very destructive.

7.3 EFFECT ON SOIL FAUNA

The effect of these techniques on soil physical properties i.e. soil

structure, MOM and water was further related to the population numbers of

soil anirnals and their distribution in the soil.
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The adverse change of soil structure (habital area, change of pore

continuity) and the change of the MOM (quality and distribution) in soils

after CC nade the soil less favourable for soil animals. Thus low animal

populations resulted. The toxicity of herbicides used in DD was the

only deleterious effect recorded.

The build-up of the population of aninals in CC plots may be stimu-

lated by a crop rotation which does not include fallow but does include

pasture. However, care must be taken where the excess trash remaining after

pasture has to be disposed of before necessary following operations can

take place, because different methods of disposal can result in dj-fferent

population numbers of soil aninals. Some nethods, such as incorporating

the plant naterial into soil or competely burying it, rnay result in an

increase in the rate of decornposition of organic matter resulting in not

only lack of food for soil animals but also depletion of plant nutrients

by leaching, evaporation and also fixation and uptake by growing plants.

This may be more important in CC than in DD plots.

7,4 ACTIVITIES AND IMPORTANCE OF SOIL AN IMAL S

The rnethod used in this work for extraction of soil anirnals from soil

coles clearly shows that animals do live and rnove in soil pores. The

dianeter of nost rnesofaunal anirnals is between 200-600 pn which is within

the sane ïange as that for most cereal plant roots with an exception of

root hairs which nay be tens of microrsthick (Low, 7972; Russell, I973).

Therefore soils should contain a large proportion of pores of this size

range or larger if both soil nesofauna and plant roots are to proliferate

and if drainage is to be efficient.
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Some information available on soil mesofatrna indicates that these

snall animals do not burrow and thus they use the pre-existing pores and

openings nade by large soil ani¡nals and roots and other phenomena (Kononova,

1966). As indicated by the coitinuity of pores and their stable nature in

Plate 1, this condition is more comnon in DD than in CC soils. It should

be nentioned, however, that aninal movenent up and down the profile helps to

naintain good porosity for both water, root elongation and air circulation.

As seen earlier in this thesis, the mesofauna contribute to plant

debris degradation rnaking it easier for micro-organism to conplete de-

conposition. For example, samples of Quercus and Fagus leaf litter that

were undamaged by animals showed no significant decrease in weight per unit

area whilst in the soil for a period of L2 nonths (Edwards and Heath, 1963).

The results of feeding trials in this study indicate clearly that soil

animals are very dependent on soil 0M as a source of energy. It has been

shown that plant material would take a long tine to decornpose in the absence

of soil fauna although leaf degradation rate cliffers with different soil

animal groups.

Parker (L962), among others, observed that corn stalk applied to the

surface of soil in Iowa in May lost 50% of the initial weight after 20 weeks.

This was probably due to animals feeding on the corn stalk. This also

agrees rvith the laboratory results of this work where both rnites and

Collenbola fed on the most palatable parts of leaves leaving the stalk and

veins. Apart from maintaining soil structure and helping deconposition

processes sorne soil anirnals nay help control plant diseases. Their presence

in agricultural land is, therefore, an indication of soil of good structure

and high 0M.,
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In conclusion, the groups of soil mesofauna examined here may be as

irnportant as, if not better than, earthworms and ternites to agricultural

soil. Their breeding activities and numerical abundance are dependent on

the factors discussed in previous chapters, i.e. habital areas, food, v¡ater

and temperature. Therefore it should be pointed out that the deleterious

effects of CC on soil physical properties and the resultant effects on soil

fauna are greater than those of DD. Thus DD should be recornmended as a

workable technique in crop production

Finally, interpretation of the results given in this thesis is

courplex and difficult. Firstly, because there is no published work with

which to compare these results. Secondly, because of the nany variables

which nake it difficult, if not irnpossible, to generalise.

7.5 PROPOSAL

1 Take-all causes as much as A$¡O-t00 mil1. loss per year,

depending upon season in Australia (Rovira, f979). Therefore,

if indeed soil mites and Collenbola which feed on decaying

OM and fungi can be used for biological control of this

disease, a substantial saving would result.

The use of DD technique can inprove poor soil structure and

low soil organic matter levels.

The invention of a proper dril1 for all operations would save

noney in terns of time, labour, irnplements and crop yield.

If the DD systen has to succeed CC, a good ,tutt would be to

engineer a herbicide which would ki11 the unwanted plant

material, but does not significantly affect soil fauna.

2

3

4
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APPENDIX 4,'

Active chemical ingredients of the herbicides used
in this work:

(i) BUCTRIL - Selective herbicides for broad leafed weeds and plants.

its active constituent are 200g/L Bromoxynil present as the

n-Octanoyl est (Solvent : 255g/L Hydrocarbon solvent).

(ii) HOEGRASS - for post emergence control of annual ryegrass and wild
oats in wheat, linseed, peas and other crops. Its active

constituents are 375e/L/2-E- (2r,4, dichlorophenoxy) -phenoxy]

nethyl proprionate. (Solvent : 389gft xylene) .

APPENDÏX_4":

Aggregate size distribution as determined by QTM 720 and
total particle/aggr. as calculated fron bulk density:

QT},I 720 Results >40un Calculated from Bulk DensitY
Treat-
ment

Depth of
soil

cn

*%Porosity %Aggregate %Total partícIe/
rogates

*%Total
porosity

D. D.

c.c.

0-4
4-8

0-4
4-8

43.L
41.0

47 .58
49.00

s6.L7
50 .75

52.42
51 .00

43.83
49.2s

1s
23.

27.0
34.L

s1 .0
26.0

6
4

*
This appears in Fig.7 in the text.
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The estinates of soil animal density as shown in
Figures 25a, b; obtained fron three sites in the
Mount Lofty Ranges of South Australia (with pennission
fron B.R. Hutson, C.S.I.R.0. Div. Soils, Adelaide).

South Para Reservoir Reserve ("Dry" site is at an
elevation of 220-240m above sea level, 37kn
northeast of Adelaide, and 4krn west of ltlilliamstown
Post Office (grid reference L847I5 Ailelaide
L2256,000 Sheet 51 54-9 Edition 1, Series R502).

Hale Conservation Park ("Mediurn'r rainfall site)
is at an elevation of 520-360n above sea 1evel, 59krn

northeast of Adel,aide and 2km southeast of Willianstown
Post Office (grid reference 190715 Adelaide 1:250,000
Sheet Sl 5409 Edition 1, Series R502).

Engelbrook National Trust Reserve ('!l\let" site) is at an
elevation of 320-380 m above sea leve1, 25 krn southeast
of Adelaide, and 1.2 km southeast of Bridgewater Post
Office (grid reference 177673 Barker 1:250 000 sheet
51 54-15 Eilition I Series R502).

The three sites are classifiect as acid yellow duplex
soils (Northcote, 1971). The top 10 cm of all the
three sites consist of a loamy sancl or sand loam with
a weak, fine granular structure.

ü
î

APPENDIX 81:

(i)

(ii)

(iii)

i

r
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APPENDIX B2: A prelininary result of the soil fauna of crop lands in SOuth Australia.
aninal populations were taken from experinental plots where studies Were
the effects of pesticides on h'heat production (with the courtesy of John
CSIRO Div. of Soiis, South Australia. Technical Memorandum 16/78).
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Simplo i<lcnti fic¡rtion Ìicy to (ìolle'nrl¡ol¡¡ l'¡t¡tti lics
(Âttuptcd l'r'orrr (ìisln 1960 - Ârlrrlts ollly) .

ÂPl'liNDIX Cl r

(body elongate,
(segnrented, thorax
(Q abdomcn clearly

(dark ocelli patch
grnented body,

umPrng or8an
(usual I Y ¡)l:escnt,
(no ¡rscutlo-occl li

(Nerrnuri dae
( (part)
(llypogas truri dae

(pseuclo-ocel I i 
- 

OnYchiuri clae

(present, abd. VI
(undivi cled, an t.
(III wi th large
(scnsc rods

(no pseudo- Neanttridae
(occl 1i, abd. (Part)
(VI bi lobctl,

-(ant. III
(with small
(sense rods

I sotoni dae

lintonrobrYiditc

(prothorax
(well devel
(oped and
(with small
(setae. lst
(pair
( legs

of

(ted ventra
(1ly on
(prothorax

(prothorax
(reduccd 6
(wi thout

inser-l
I

I

(b I i ncl,
(white, no
(juqtin¡¡
(or¡¡nn,

_(¡rs erttlo -
(ocelli
(present
(or
(absent

(separate, tho
[--13 segrnents,

rax

(abodenn 6
(segnents

(llody subglobose,
segncntation
obscure, thorax

(setae. lst
(pair legs
( insertcd
(vcntra I ly
(on ncck

(furca often
(reduced, abd. IV
(e iff approx.
(the sane length,

dy without
(scales or clubbed
(se tae

( furca wc I I <lc vc -
( lopc d, al¡tl . f V

(ncarly;tlw:rys
(longer than abd.
(III, bo<ly scalcd
(or with thi ck
(clubbcd scttc.

(Q abdomen fused

nthuri dac
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APPENDIX C2: Exanples of soil Collenbo1a found in South Australia
(a) (Refer WornersJe.y, 1939) .

FAIvÍILY : PODURDAE

FAMILY : ISOTOMIDAE

u2!wþ

<tt

*Classified as Poduridae, Hypogasturidae and
Neanu?idae according to (e.g.) Massoud, 1976.



APPENDTX C2 (b) :

o133o

FAIvIILY : OMCHIURIDAE

FAMILY : ENTOMOBRYIDAE

\.

lL

1
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APPENDÏX C3: Sinple identification of lower taxa of Collenbola
(P. Greenslade, South Australian Museurn).

Cr\ptopll gus therT nophíLrc

BreY, B+8 oce11i, body straight, abdonen V G VI fused'

Isotoma sp, cf notabiLis

white, slight grey pigrnent, 4+4 ocelli on square deck
pigment patch, body dorsally curved slightly,
abdornen V & W separate.

Braehy stomeLLa sp, L cf parouLa

small, plump, pink, rotmded tip to abdomen, no
clavate tenent hairs to c1aw.

BrachustomeLla sp. 2 nt parüuLa

slightly, larger plunp, dark reddish or grey speckles
on ðtightly paler background, rounded tip to abdomen,
3 clavate tenent hairs to claw.

Hupoqastru?a, sp. cf. manubrùaLis

slender, elongate, dark greyish black, pointed tip
to abdomen.

H. (CeratophuseLLd sp. cf qìbbosa

elongate blincl white, no junping organ, tip of abdornen

pointed h'ith 2 large hooks.

pinkish or greyish speckles on white, body often arched
äonvexly, i.e. tip of abdomen elongate with long
curved Lpines, long setãe clearly visible on body'

Owchiurus



APPENDIX C4:

Isotonidae

Cvyptopygus therTnophíLu's Axel. Ad.

in.

Isotona sp. cf notaþí,Lis

Neanuridae

BrachystomelLa sp. 1 cf PansuLa

BraehystomeLLa sp, 2 nr PansuLa

H¡logastruridae

HypagasLmtna mønbrLaLís

H.(CenatophyseLld gibbosa

i¡n¡n. indet PoduromorPh

Onychiuridae

Onychiumts sp, ætnata grouP

-rs6-

Identified (to lower taxa) Collenbola sampled in May,
June, July 1981 at Urrbrae (Refer Exp. 2 Waite
Institute) (Identified by P. Greenslade).

0-4cm
Core nu¡nber

51

1

2

224

L Zad;Sin.

Zad. 6

1

L3

2

I 3

31

35

5

I
2

504

Total t2/s ts/o 13Us

Total sp. 7
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APPENDIX Dl: Exanrple of suborders of xtit.es (Acari) found in
South Autralian cereal groruing soil.

SUBORDE s

MESOSTI GMATA

PROSTI G M ATA

CRY TO STIGMATA

J:

:1.

'\.\

\

,

{

ASTI G MATA
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APPENDIX D2: Identified (to lower taxa) n.ites samples in May-June-
July 1981 at Urrbrae (Refer 2nd Experirnent, Waite
Institute). Identified by D. Lee of South Australian
Museum.

MESOSTIGMATA

UROPODINA - Fungus-feeders

Uropodidae ? genus ldeutonYmPh

The deutonpnphal stage often phoretic on insects '

GAMASINA - Predators on srnall invertebrates (rarely pollen

feeders, some fanilies include parasites on

vertebrates) .

Phytoseiidae AnbLYseíu" 19

Laelapidae TLoLaeLaps 19

PROSTIGMATA

Penthaleiclae ? genus 19 larvae

Probably belong to the important pest species

HaLotydeus desLttt ctot' (Red='legged earth rnite)

?Pseutlocheylidae ?genus 5nYmPhs

Regardecl as predators' usually occurring under

tree bark.

Stigmaeidae ?genus lnYnPh

Predators.

Bclellidae ? genus 1 larva 
'

Predators.

Tetranychidae ?genus lnYnPh

. Plant Parasites.

Both following Orders are unusual amongst Arachnids in that they

ingest solid food:

ASTIGMATA

Acaridae Tynophagus sùniLis 79, 2 deutonymphs

s9? ; sgg,2deutonymphs ;2??
Feed on fungus and Plant detritus.

CRYPTOSTIGMATA

Oribatuli dae Zygoz'ibatuLa sp, 1? ; fSgl ; 7??

2?? . Feed on fungus and plant detritus '
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